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The Draft National Conservation Policy
'The work of the Heritage Collections Working Group ... is a
deliberate and conscious effort to work the significance and the
future maintenance, preservation and interpretation of portable
cultural heritage ... into the centre stage of cultural policy ... ~he
debate must be a public one ... conservators (must) ptar an a.ct,.-:e
role in the formulation of cultural policy and ... part1c1pate m 1ts
development ... Conservation demands re-in~erp~etatio_n. ..
Conservation must acknowledge and accept a soc1al d1mens1on ...
(with) ... social obligations ... an effective. approach ·:· (so that) all
tiers of museums and other holders of nat1ona/ collections can work
collaboratively to ensure that Australian cultural heritage and pu~/ic
interest in that heritage becomes one of the dynam1cs of Australian
society. •

(Andrew Reeves, the then Deputy Director, Division of H~man
Studies Museum of Victoria : excerpts from 'The Hentage
Collecti~ns Working Group: Cultural Heritage and Conservation.'
-aper to the AICCM Conference, 1991)
The preservation problem is one of immense proportions,
compounded by a late reaction ... and the now advanced state of
degradation of large parts of collections ... The financial and
physical resources that may be avail~/e to meet the problem will be
insufficient to provide a total solut1on. Therefore we must adm1t
that we are unlikely to save all material and must focus on selective
priorities and utilising resources effectively.
The more we leam, the more we realise how little we know ... If we are
to fully understand the problem of preserving our heritage fully, we
must address the problems and seek solutions. This demands a
strong research base and co-ordinated effort.'
('A National Strategy for Preservation in Canadian Libraries',
Ottawa, 1992)

Introduction
The development of a National Conservation Policy is one of the
most (if not ~ most) important initiatives for the conservation
profession, and those interested in the conservation of cultural
material, in this country since the landmark decision to establish the
AICCM, made at the meeting in Perth in 1972. A national policy has
the potential to not only heighten the profile of every conservator in
the country, but to also generate the development of other major
~itiatives and heighten interest and awareness in the conservation
cultural material. The successful development of such a policy
requires the enthusiasm, assistance and support of both
professional and non-professional members of the AICCM. This
article is designed to provide you with some of the background
information relating to the history of the Heritage Collections
Committee's recent call for 'expressions of interest' for the
development of a national conservation policy, and hopefully to
prompt you to begin to consider what you think may be necessary or
desirable components of such a policy.

W

The Consultant Team
Under the auspices of The University of Melbourne Conservation
Service a team of conservation art industry professionals including
Robyn Sloggett,
Susan Abasa, Eric Archer, Jacqueline
Macnaughtan, and Catherine Millikan successfully submitted a
proposal to develop the Draft National Conservation Policy. The
team was formed expressly to research and develop this important
project. Members of this team have been drawn to the project
through initial discussions and a personal and professional
commitment to see such a policy established . However there is
acknowledgement that this diverse and complex project will only
succeed if there is strong support and assistance from those
interested in the conservation of cultural material in general, and
from the conservation profession in particular.

The team reports ultimately to the Working Group of the Heritage
Collections Committee. This Committee reports to the Cultural
Ministers Council, comprising State and Territory, and Federal
Cultural Ministers, and a representative from Local Government.
The project will be managed under the auspices of the lan Potter Art
Conservation Centre within The University of Melbourne.

Background
The Cultural Ministers' Council established the Heritage Collections
Committee (HCC) late in 1993, after three years of research. The
HCC comprises members from all States and Territories,
professional associations, key interest groups and staff from the
Australian Cultural Development Offioe. The HCC's principle aim is :
to increase the community's knowledge, enjoyment and appreciation
of Australia's heritage through its heritage collections.
The HCC has moved swiftly to implement and administer two
programs identified through the preliminary research phase. These
projects are :
(a) a national conservation program: to preserve and
protect Australia's cultural heritage. This is to be implemented
over three years commencing with phase one, the
development of a national conservation policy and extending
through phase two, to the development of public education and
professional training programs, standards and shared
resources.
(b) a national database: for heritage items of cultural, historic
and scientific interest.
The Distributed National Collection is located throughout Australia in
State and Commonwealth museums, art museums, libraries and
archives. lt is also held in regional museums, historical societies
and organisations, parks and other public places. Material of
national significance is also held within the collections of
businesses and by private individuals.
The need for a national conservation strategy has been mooted by
organisations for almost two decades. The- Australian Institute for
the Conservation of Cultural Material (AICCM), the Committee of
Enquiry on Museums and National Collections (the 'Piggott Report'),
a UNESCO Regional Seminar, Preserving indigenous cultures, held
in Adelaide in 1978, among others, have been early catalysts for
discussion.
{continued over.. .]
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The call to develop co-ordinated national policies for cultural
heritage management has been made with unprecedented clarity.
Underpinned by the core mission - to increase the community's
knowledge, enjoyment and appreciation of Australia's heritage
through its heritage collections - the need for policies, planning and
programs for conservation has taken on a new urgency and
determination over the past three years.
Recent research is
irrefutable - current heritage conservation services are ad hoc and
are generally inadequate, especially as collections grow and age
(Anderson: 1991).

Existing Policies and Frameworks
A number of States have embarked on the process of developing
conservation policies or have considered conservation in the
context of cultural policy development. Given the level of cultural
policy development at Commonwealth and State level, it is essential
that the National conservation policy draws from , and is compatible
with, all existing policies and frameworks at government and
institutional level.

Consultation Process and Time Lines

last year proved to be a watershed for Australia's movable cultural
heritage. The Heritage Collections Committee (HCC) was
established after a comprehensive three year review undertaken by
the Heritage Collections Working Group of the Cultural Ministers'
Council. The HCC accepted the recommendation of the Anderson
Report that a conservation policy is the cornerstone for the
development of a National Conservation Program and has
undertaken to implement this Program over the next three years.
Also in 1993, the AICCM reaffirmed its commitment to development
of a conservation policy, according it priority status for action within
its corporate planning program (AICCM, Hobart:1993).

The team is committed to broad scale consultation and
collaboration, and seeks the involvement of AICCM members in all
phases of the development of the policy. The draft policy is required
to be presented to the Cultural Ministers Council in late November.
A draft Working Paper on the National Conservation Policy will be
delivered to the Conservation Working Party on Monday, 1 August
1994, together with a report on the development and consultation
processes, explanatory material on interpretation and projected
implementation processes. Amendments will be incorporated and
the Draft National Conservation Policy will be available for
widespread distribution and comment by 7 September.

Collections and Conservation • A Brief Context

Through September and October there will be collation of public
responses and incorporation of further amendments prior to the
presentation of the Draft Policy to key industry conferences, such
as, but not only, the ALIA and AICCM Conferences 30 September - 6
October and the Museums Australia Conference, 8 - 12 November.
Provision to incorporate 'last minute' amendments can be scheduled
for mid November, after which the Draft Policy will be submitted toA
and the Cultural Ministers' Council, for its advice and consideration. W
References:

Since the 1970's, Australian museums have undergone a
renaissance with dramatic growth in the number, range and quality of
museums and programs. Australians have responded supporting
thei r museums with unparalleled attendances and j oining as
volunteer workers and Friends.
The major portion of the nation's material heritage is held in State
museums, art museums, libraries and archives. These institutions
constitute less than 5% of the total number of organisations caring
for our material cultural heritage. None of these collecting
institutions has adequate resources to meet their in-house
conservation needs (Arts Victoria: 1991/92).
There is also an impressive vitality in regional , specialist and
community museums. This central characteristic of Australia's
collecting institutions reflects a world-wide movement of great
significance to personal, local and regional self esteem, as well as
national identity (WA Task Force: 1992).
Many of these collections contain items of national significance.

Cultural Ministers' Council, Report from the Heritage Collections
Working Group, 1991 and 1993. Heritage Collections in Australia :
M. Anderson.
Conservation Action for Access: Towards a National Conservation
Policy, Australian Institute for the Conservation of Cultural Material,
March 1994
Issues, Options and Recommendations Arising from the Materials
Conservation Strategy Working Group, Arts Victoria, 1992- 1993
Department for the Arts, Into the Twenty-First Century:
Recommendations of the State Task Force for Museums Policy,
Western Australia, 1992

In NSW alone, 235 or 98.4% of museums in that State fall in the
category of regional and community museums. They hold an
estimated 600,000 objects and receive in the vicinity of 792,000
visitors annually, or nearly 25% of all museum visitors in NSW.
However, less than 28% of these museums employ any full time
staff (MAA - NSW. 1991, p 40) relying primarily on thousands of
volunteers to maintain the enterprise. The level of expertise in all
areas of museum practice as well as in the understanding of
preservation issues varies considerably. The majority of collections
are in urgent need of conservation and are without adequate
resources to address these needs (MAA- NSW. 1991).

Museums Association of Australia - NSW Branch, Museums in
NSW: A Plan for the Future, 1991 , S. Jones, J. O'Dean and A.
Brake
Gaye Sculthorpe, Curator, Aboriginal Studies, Museum of Victoria.
Conversation with S. Abasa, April 1994
A Question of Quality: Preventive Conservation for Aboriginal Art,
in Museum National, September 1992. K. Coote

Museums in Australia have collected the cultural heritage of
Australia's indigenous people since the earliest European contact.
Previous Possessions, New Obligations (CAMA, 1993) recognises
the inherent inte rests of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
peoples in the care and control , spiritual and practical , of their
cultural property.
The implications of this recogn ition for
conservators were variously examined by Pearson; Walston et a/
(UNESCO Regional Seminar. 1978); and Macnaughtan (Report
commissioned AICCM, 1983.)
The preservation of cultural
material returned by museums to communities, is an issue which
needs to be addressed (Sculthorpe, 1994) .
Recent surveys
indicated that NSW regional and community museums hold more
than 44,000 items of Aboriginal cultural heritage. Much of this
material is presented without contextual information and there is
little evidence of consultation with traditional owners (MAA NSW.
1991 ).

For further enquiries please contact:
The National Conservation Policy Team
cl- The lan Potter Art Conservation Centre
The University of Melbourne
Parkville 3052
Telephone: 03 344 7989
Fax: 03 347 7448

it NEW MEMBERS
Ordinary Members

Since 1990, work to introduce preventive conservation measures
has been undertaken in a joint program between the Australian
Museum and the ANCAAA (Coote:1992) . Such a model, with its
emphasis on interactive training through networks has much to
recommend discussion about community based conservation
strategies.

ACT:

Barbara Klempan, Carolyn Murphy

NSW:

Frederique Vincent, Eric Bray,
Marion Roubos-Bennett, Or Paul Wilson
Nick Doslov

VIC:
Overseas:

A new position at the Museum of Victoria has been created to assist
in preserving heritage materials in Victorian Aboriginal Keeping
Places.
Programs of this type indicate appropriate strategic responses to
key issues and are likely to influence a National Conservation
Policy .
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Niedersaechsische Staats - UniversitatetsBibliothek, Geottingen, Germany.

~ ~ DIRECTIONS Cf?

Preserving Queensland's Clothing Heritage

N

+

An 18th-century ivory silk dress recently discovered by accident in
Brisbane will be restored by a School of Public Health lecturer.
Mr Michael Marendy was awarded the tender after the Queensland
Women's Historical Association received a $3000 grant from the
State Arts Department.

Professional Accreditation
Many members have been asking about the benefits of professional
accreditation. Over the last few months we have seen concrete
evidence of the need for a process of evaluation of the standing and
experience of conservators working in Australia. The Professional
Accreditation system has provided this, resulting in greater
professional recognition for AICCM members.

Mr Marendy, who completed his Master of Science in Clothing and
Textile studies, specialised in 19th-century women's fashion and
textile conservation.
Three 18th-century dresses were unearthed last year at the bottom
of a cupboard in the historic Bowen Hills mansion, Miegunyah.
Miegunyah, which was built in 1886 by William Perry, has been
restored by the Queensland Women's Historical Association using
its own financial resources and with assistance from the
Commonwealth and State governments. The artefacts in the house
represent aspects of daily life in 19th-century Queensland.
The costume collection consists of women's, men's and children's
wear dating back to the 18th-century. The Association plans to
raise money to display the restored dress and hopes to receive
further grants for the restoration of the other two 18th-century
dresses.

The benefits of Professional membership will only grow if more
members support the program. We can only become more effective
in promoting Accreditation if we have the membership to back up our
rhetoric. I urge you to consider professional accreditation to help
raise the status and recognition of the work of conservators.
In Western Australia, the AICCM was able to work with the Overseas
Qualifications Unit of the Department of Employment, Vocational
Education and Training to ensure that a member was reclassified to
an appropriate professional level. The Department sought advice
from the Professional Accreditation Committee as to whether the
experience and overseas qualifications of the conservator were
equivalent to a University degree. Professional Accreditation by the
Institute was deemed to be proof of this status.
Professional Accreditation was also accepted by the Tasmanian
Department of Education and the Arts as a basis of assessing the
skills and experience of an applicant for appointment to a
conservator's position.

The dress being restored was made in the polonaise style
considered highly fashionable during the reign of George Ill.
The dress, which was worn by a small woman squeezed into a
heavily boned corset, consists of two parts - the dress, made up of a
lightly boned bodice with elbow-length sleeves, a tightly pleated skirt
hand-stitched to the bodice edge and a silk petticoat decorated with
a silk gauze trim. Originally the skirt would have been looped up at
the back using fine ribbons. The silk design is similar to designs
created by Anna Maria Garthwaite at Spitalfields (very famous for
silk production), England during the 1750's. The cut of the dress
however, is more typical of the styles worn during the latter part of
the 18th-century.

-surance is another issue which has been discussed in the context
of professional accreditation . With more conservators working
privately, the issue of professional indemnity insurance is growing.
Insurance companies are looking for a way of evaluating the risk in
insuring conservators. One suggestion is to use Professional
Accreditation as a way of determining the 'competence' of a
conservator in this context.

During the cleaning process the pH of the soak, wash and rinse
waters had to be carefully monitored to ensure that the final pH was
close to neutral.

Mary Jose
Professional Accreditation Committee

Prior to washing all fibre components were identified using
microscopy. Colour fastness tests were carried out to ensure that
the coloured flower motifs would not bleed during the cleaning
process. The dress and petticoat were vacuumed to remove all
surface dust, the degraded areas were stabilised with nylon netting
and then each garment was encased in netting to enable the
costume to be handled safely during cleaning. Following the final
rinse the garments were laid out on white towels and excess water
was removed using blotting paper. Each garment was then padded
out with net and dried with the aid of a fan. Badly creased areas
were finger pressed flat.

1111 NEWS
John Herbert Award for
Preventive Conservation Workshops
On Monday April 18, 1994 Christine lanna was honoured to accept
on behalf of the Queensland Museum and State Library of
Queensland, a John Herbert Award for the Preventive Conservation
Workshops they have run. The workshops were begun through the
collaborative effort of Ms Tamara Lavrencic, Manager Preservation
ervices, State Library of Queensland and Christine lanna,
ueensland Museum (see 'Training to be on the Right track', Ms
amara Lavrencic presented at CAMA 93, Hobart Tasmania; 'The
Queensland Museum support Preventive Conservation Training for
the Museum Community' AICCM National Newsletter No 49,
December 1993, Page 2.)

The garments with silk organza will be underlined to lengthen the life
of the costume and to enable it to be displayed safely. The
degraded armhole areas will require new ivory silk taffeta couched
into position, the bones will be replaced and all other tears
stabilised .

The John Herbert Awards are prestigious awards presented by the
National Trust of Queensland in memory of the late Hon. John
Herbert MLA, President of the Trust from 1971 to 1974 and are
designed to publicly recognize excellence in conservation works or
actions related to Queensland's heritage. Thirty entries were
presented to the judging panel under the Private, GovernmenVLocal
Government, National Heritage, Education/Promotion, and
Contemporary categories.

Membership Renewals for
1994/1995
are due on 1 July 1994 and
renewal notices are currently
being sent out to members.
Members are asked to attend
promptly to their membership
renewal notice once it is
received.

The award was received under the Education/Promotional category ·
for action by an individual or group to interpret, or promote on
histories place or raise awareness of heritage issues.
lt was presented by the Honorable Minister for the Department of the
Environment & Heritage, Ms Molly Robson & Mrs Herbert the late
John Herbert's widow. An award such as this acknowledges the
value of promoting preventive conservation to the broader
community.
lt was indeed an honour to receive the award , and although
specifically acknowledging the Queensland Museum, it would not
have been possible without the involvement and contribution of the
State Library of Queensland and all the participants who have taken
part in these workshops.
Christine lanna
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PEOPLE & PROJECTS

from the National Library. Greg Howard in framing, has been
working primarily on the Australian Art rehang and the Rover Thomas
exhibition. Erica attended the polarising light microscopy course
held at the University of Canberra in February. Bronwyn and Greg
attended the X-radiography course offered by the Art Gallery of New
South Wales in May.
Textiles conservation have been busy with the close of the Dressed
To Kill fashion show and have almost finished the condition checking
and cleaning of the 164 pieces. Debbie Ward and Michelene
Ford are currently planning a re-organisation of the costume
storage area.

~t

AUSTRALIAN CAPITAL TERRITORY
Australian Archives
lan Batterham has been busy working on the Federal Capital
Design Entries by Waiter Burley Griffin (see 'Paper Group Meeting
report'). He has also been working on the revival of our controlled
climate chamber which now seems to be running properly (hooray).

Beata Tworek has been enjoying her one day per week teaching
objects conservation at the University of Canberra, and at the NGA,
she has been completing a treatment on the Han Horse, dated
200BC to 200AD. Beata recently travelled to Denmark to condition
check several works and treat 12 bark paintings as a part of the
Aratjarra exhibition. She has also recently completed condition
checking a number of Indian bronzes into the NGA.
Gloria Morales who works on the NGA Aboriginal Art Collection,
has recently prepared a number of paintings by Rober Thomas for
exhibition and has been in Cuba as a courier for the Havannah
Biennale. Gloria attended a training course in March at the Getty
Conservation Institute on Thin Layer Chromatography.

Jennifer Anderson has been acting as the head of the lab. while
the position remains unfilled and has been busy with a multitude of
activities, including the development of our work program for the
coming year.
Karen Caldwell has completed conservation work for our current
exhibition at Old Parliament House, Making Ends Meet, an exhibition
about child endowment for the International Year of the Family.
Planning is well underway for the next exhibition to open in
November which will relate to our large collection of Trade Marks.
Between Two Worlds is back in the lab for some quick transparency
making for reproduction of the original documents in a publication
about the exhibition. lt will then go on to Darwin for a five week stint
up there. After that it is on to Adelaide, Perth, Dubbo and
Melbourne. Australian Archives was thrilled with the announcement
of a grant under the Visions of Australia program for $39,000 to help
us tour Between Two Worlds to these locations and hopefully to a
few more regional centres across Australia. Our Public Programs
section is to be congratulated for all the hard work in getting the
proposal ready.

Alison Holland, Fiona Kemp and Geoffrey Major in paper
conservation are up to their elbows in an 11-metre strip of wallpaper
by Dufore/Charvet, which is being prepared for the Australian Art
rehang. Geoffrey is also continuing treatment on Ulladulla Micky
works .
Head of Conservation, Trevor Hoyne goes to Japan soon to A
condition report and courier works for the upcoming exhibition of W
masterpieces from the National Gallery of Ireland.
Elizabeth Page, our environmental conservator, has been
working on dust analysis and the pest management plan. She has
attended a one-day course on storage run by the Australian
Registrars Committee, and also attended the Preventive
Conservation course at the Getty Conservation Institute.

Kylie Scroope has been co-ordinating the fumigation of mould
affected records and working on strategies for dealing with toxic
substances used as pesticides on files and volumes (we have
experienced two cases of this in recent times). Kylie has also been
treating documents relating to Federation and Australia's
Constitution.

NCCHSS - University of Canberra
Benita Johnson has returned from a 14-week sabbatical. For the
first half of her leave, Benita was based at the Canadian
Conservation Institute where she researched conservation training
issues and visited the conservation programs at Queen's University
and Sanford Flaming College.
Benita was based at the University of Delaware/Winterthur Museum
Conservation Program for the second half of her leave. From this
base, she made short visits to discuss training issues at Buffalo
State College and New York University. She presented lectures on
the Laos project to all of the conservation programs as well as the
National Gallery of Art, Washington DC.

Alison Duck is working with us on contract, treating original
architectural drawings by J. Murdoch of the Provisional (Old)
Parliament House. They are all on blue architectural drawing cloth
and are black ink line drawings. The drawings had been patched up
with Magic tape and ordinary sticky tape in years gone by and were
in appalling condition. The plans themselves are very interesting
because they are the actual working plans which Murdoch would
have used when building, hence the poor condition. Alison has been
drycleaning the plans, removing the tape carrier (most of them just
fell off) and then washing the drawings in a bath of Toluene (for the
Magic tape) and then Tetrachloroethylene (for the other tapes).
They are coming up really well. They will now be backed to provide
support for all the missing areas and tears. The job is being done so
that facsimiles can be made and hung in the Provisional Parliament
House.

Gina Drummond (Australian War Memorial) and Beata Tworek
(National Gallery of Australia) looked after Benita's classes in her
absence .
Col in Pearson has been continuing his jet-setting program, A
travelling to Vietnam over the recent class-free period to assess the W
conservation needs of the country's cultural heritage.

Alison will soon be leaving us for her one-year internship at the
Trinity College Library in Dublin (courtesy of a Getty Foundation
Grant). We wish her all the best and hope to see her on her return.
Send us a postcard Alison!

A group of students recently carried out condition reporting and
conservation treatments of sculptures at the Australian Institute of
Sport as a part of the maintenance program. Treatments included
cleaning, removal of localised corrosion and waxing. A steady hand
was required when infilling holes in the groin area of the Acrobats.
The Polevaulter was found to have a slightly more rugged, chiselled
look than was previously intended due to a loss on his chin. His
meek appearance was restored by infilling whilst swaying in a cherry
picker during the recent cold snap.
While around the halls of building 7, 'Double Project' panic has well
and truly set in. Need anymore be said?
The University's second ·professional development short course on
Cultural Heritage Management was held in April as an Autumn
School. The intensive seven-day course focused on European
cultural heritage in Australia. Emphasis was placed on the built
environment, though gardens, landscapes and moveable cultural
heritage were also addressed.

Our Reprographic section have been busy churning away at
microfilming a series of files for our Northern Territory Regional
Office. The records are here because they are from the period when
the Commonwealth was responsible for running Northern Territory.
The end is in sight, with 70 boxes done and only 15 to go. Kerry
Allan attended the Microfilming conference in Adelaide and came
back saying 'Yes, Microfilming does have a future!' . Reprography
have also been continuing the project of copying a series of colour
transparencies so that the originals can be frozen and will now
continue repackaging a series of black and white photographs and
negatives now that we have some seamless envelopes to do it with.
The envelopes have been made out of our new Australian Archives
permanent paper.

National Gallery of Australia
In paintings conservation, Erica Burgess has begun the final
stages of the treatment of Benjamin Duttereau's Native taking a
Kangaroo and checked 27 works by Nolan which are now on
exhibition at the Metropolitan Museum in New York. Bronwyn
Ormsby completed structural work on Natalia Goncharova's
Peasants Dancing and both Erica and Bronwyn are now preparing
paintings for the refurbishment of the Australian Art galleries due to
open on June 10. Gillian Leahy has been completing treatments
on paintings from the Rex Nan Kivell collection, on loan to the NGA

Participants attending the school included local government
planners, state heritage officers, architects, archaeologists,
building and asset managers, and others involved in the field. The
school consisted of theory sessions, group discussions, site visits
and field exercises in perfect autumn weather. Lectures by a variety
of experts in their fields covered conservation philosophy and
planning, federal and state heritage legislation, local government
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incentive schemes, building maintenance, tourism and moveable
cultural heritage.
Sessions included understanding how communities value local
places, conflicting cultural values, and consultation with Aboriginal
groups on issues affecting their heritage.

NEW SOUTH WALES
Australian Museum

The Cultural Heritage Management School is one of two professional
development short courses offered by the University of Canberra.
The other, on the Conservation of Traditional Buildings, focuses on
the physical processes of building conservation through an
understanding of the properties of traditional building materials. The
course is next planned for January 1995, with a repeat of Cultural
Heritage Management proposed for February 1996.

Anne Leculier took up a conservation position in April. She will be
working on new acquisitions and assisting Karen Coote on the
Marind Anim project.
·
David Horton-Jamea has been heavily involved with the Art of
the Himalayas exhibition which opened at the end of April. The
exhibition was installed in the new temporary exhibition space on the
second floor which had to be finished resulting in three days of
frantic activity before the opening. David was assisted by Tracey
Duncan, Frederique Vincent, Anne leculier, Mike Kelly and
Marcela Pacheco.

National Preservation Office
During the last three months the National Preservation Office has
been very busy organising a number of national and international
activities.

Francis Bafmutak, conservator at the National Museum of PNG ,
started a 6-month internship with us at the beginning of May. Alex
Roach was in the USA and Canada for 6 weeks attending the Getty
Conservation Institute course on pest control and visiting other
institutions. Sue Valis has more time after the opening of Our Place:
Contemporary Australia. lt looks like being a year of gallery
changes with several more large temporary and permanent
exhibitions looming up.
Karen Coote and Tracy Duncan have been on several field trips to
Aboriginal Centres and Keeping Places in NSW recently as part of
the Outreach Programme. They will be taking part in a seminar at the
cultural centre in Armidale in June.
Heather MacPherson is continuing part-time work on the conservation of rare books and archives in the museum and training a
number of staff in the basic skills of paper conservation.
Tracey and Colin visited Playschool at the ABC to look after some
objects and paintings which were used in the programmes. Apart
from being fun to watch the stars at work, it was clearly important
that someone was there to ensure careful handling and limited
exposure to the hot studio lights.

During February a successful workshop on counter disaster
planning, aimed primarily at librarians working in Australian
university libraries, was held at the University of Sydney. There
were 15 participants and the presenter was Kim Morris of the
National Library of Australia's Preservation Services. Evaluations
were favourable and it is likely that the NPO will organise similar
workshops again.
At the beginning of March the NPO's Community Heritage Grant
program was launched in Adelaide by Warren Horton, the DirectorGeneral of the National Library of Australia. Since that time over 300
requests for guidelines and application forms have been received
from small organisations including genealogy groups, municipal
Alibraries, historical societies, school libraries and various religious
Wand community associations - even a surfing association.
Applications for grants closed on 13 May, and it will be very
interesting to see the range of projects proposed for funding.
Through its National Heritage Network, the Australian Cultural
Development Office will generously provide $15,000 to support the
Grants.
The final preparations are being made for the NPO's national
conference and workshops on preservation microfilming. The
conference is to be held at the State Library of South Australia
during the first week of May, and features high-profile guest
speakers from overseas: Anne Kenney from Cornell University
and Ralph Manning from the National Library of Canada.
Registrations were received from most states and some from as far
afield as Indonesia, Singapore and New Zealand. These resolutions
sessions will undoubtedly invite lively discussion and will make for
interesting reading in the proceedings.
A meeting of Standards Australia MS/48 - Permanent Paper was held
at the National Library, 23 February. There was agreement that
Australia would adopt, with a few modifications, the recently
approved ISO Standard for Permanent Paper as the Australian
standard. This will serve to put Australian paper manufacturers on
an equal footing with paper manufacturers throughout the world.
Australian Archives will continue to seek adoption of higher
~pecifications in the production of paper for long-term archival
~urposes in Australia.

D. S. Murray Bookbinders
Daphne Lera, book conservator and proprietor of D.S. Murray
Bookbinders, Sydney, has just returned from five months study
leave in Los Angeles. There she worked part-time at the Huntinton
Library, with Maria Fredericks, senior book conservator. The major
work undertaken was a survey of the private library of Sir Richard
and lady lsobel Burton. She also observed the initial stages of the
rebinding of the Ellesmere Chaucer, done by Tony Cains (Trinity,
Dublin) and Maria Fredericks, notes of which will be published later.

International Conservation Services
Peter Maxwell formally joined International Conservation
Services in May. He remains based in Brisbane, but will continue to
work throughout Australasia wherever there are sculptures,
monuments and general metal conservation iss.ues that need
addressing.
Kay Sodurlund attended the Preventive Conservation Course at
the Getty Conservation Institute in May.

The NPO has instigated the formation of a group called APACA Australian Preservation and Conservation Abroad - to facilitate the
co-ordination of effective conservation and preservation assistance
in the South-east Asian and Pacific region. The group, based in
Canberra, comprises concerned individuals representing a variety of
government, non-government, professional and academic
institutions and organisations. lt aims to address communication,
information. gathering and information dissemination challenges, as
well as to raise awareness among national and international groups,
including potential sponsors and politicians.
On behalf of the Asia-Pacific special interest group of ALIA, the
NPO is assisting in the organisation of two workshops on
preservation management for library staff from a number of libraries
in the South-East Asia region. These will be held in Bangkok and
Vietnam in June-July, and are follow-ups on a similar workshop held
in Bangkok in 1992.

Fiona Tennant visited the textiles laboratory at the Australian
War Memorial to extend her experience, and Cathy Challenor will
be coming to ICS shortly for a different kind of experience.
Julian Bickersteth has been advising Nutcote, May Gibbs'
harbour side house, on a range of anterior furnishing matters.
The paintings department have been involved in a variety of
paintings from miniatures to a 12-metre long, 3-metre high Aboriginal
painting from Macquarie University which involved the construction
of a special stretcher that could be hung on a curved wall.

Powerhouse Museum
Throughout February and March the conservation team had it's
hands full with the Real Wild Child - Australian Rock Then and Now
exhibition, which opened with much pomp and star-spotting on
March 29. Just about everyone contributed in either the preparation
of objects or the actual installation (which proceeded very smoothly
despite predictions to the contrary) so a big THANK YOU to all the
staff who helped make it such a success.

A major preservation achievement during April was the acceptance
by the Australian Bibliographic Network Standards Committee of a
standard for the cataloguing of preservation master microforms and
of a mechanism to report preservation intentions on the National
Bibliographic Database.

As part of the Powerhouse Museum Research Series, Pat
Townley and Roger Parris , as co-authors, have produced a
publication titled Caring For Heritage Objects - Guidelines on
establishing significance, object care and management. Delving
into areas such as historical research and evidence, the importance
of keeping records, basic conservation problems and methods of
prevention, as well as the Charter for the Conservation of Moveable
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Heritage, it provides basic, concise information on conservation
practices to both the profession and general public.

Immigration register to complete. The story gratefully ends on this
project, because it has seemed to be a never ending task. Julia
Retschlag is solvent laminating many documents from the
Ecclesiastical files which are very frag ile, (almost pulp-like in
softness) from mould and moisture damage. lt has come to the
stage where Kirsi Korhonen and Catherine Strahle (new
casuals) will be trained in doing this treatment themselves for there
are many documents like this in the bundles. Nick Natoli and
Brian are working on a contract from Premiers Office , removing
pages from the guards in Register of Patent Volumes.

Pat and Roger have also compiled a discussion paper on Moveable
Heritage: Issues for Conservation Management to be presented at a
seminar examining conservation policies for moveable heritage,
which will take place at the Commonwealth Bank in Sydney on April
21 .
Bronwen Griffin and Graham Clegg have been writing
information sheets for the Museums Australia Museum Methods
Manual, on the basic care of musical instruments and farm
machinery respectively. Bronwen has also been preparing
instruments from the collection for playing in the Friends of Music
concert series and Soiree Musicale.

State Library of Queensland
Grant Collins is holding a second book conservation workshop at
the State Library of Queensland in June. The workshops are
designed to give people interested in book art and bookbinding
practical instruction in the construction of text pages into a format
that minimises physical stress, via a non-adhesive sewing
structure. The workshop is booked out, however, another may be
programmed providing there is subsequent interest.

As Tim Morris moves objects out of the Mint, Stanislav Ulitzka
and Sue Gatenby are working on fumigating the collection using a
low oxygen atmosphere (nitrogen-flushed) with a view to using
freezing methods as well.
Suzanne Chee is currently co-ordinating the preparation of
garments for the gala Christian Dior exhibition, which opens at the
end of July. The exhibition comprises over sixty costumes, the
majority of which have been brought from Paris. This has been
supplemented with costumes from our own collection.
Margaret Juraszek, Theresa Werstak and Hilary Windsor
from our paper lab have been busy preparing the Hedda Morrison
exhibition for travel to the National Library in Canberra, as well as
treating around forty lithographs from 18th-century engravings
(Diderot Collection) and forty-five drawings from the Boulton and
Watt Collection.

Conservation Staff have been busy preparing The Cairns Post for
microfilming. About three hundred volumes which are broadsheet
newspaper size, have been pulled down in preparation for
microfilming. some additional volumes have been sent down from
Cairns to be disbound to complete the 197,000 frames of microfilm .

University of Queensland - Fryer Library
Staff are currently working on a project for the Geology Library,
encapsulating fragile maps for use by students.

~

lt was with much sadness that we said farewell to Anne Leculier, who
worked with us for the first three months of 1994, and whose
Herculean effort towards Real Wild Child cannot be understated. We
will miss her happy disposition a great deal and we wish her every
success in her new position at the Australian Museum.

Recent Events
Our last Divisional meeting speaker was Christa Eigenrach.
Christa is a furniture conservator from Germany who was visiting
Australia for a three-month period to work in the objects laboratory at
Artlab . Christa talked about the training opportunities for
conservators in Germany and the professional structure in which
they work.

Sydney Artefacts Conservation
Anne Cummings and Jenny Dickens have been removing
brick dust from the whole ethnographic collection of the Macleay
Museum , University of Sydney. The brick dust filtered through wood
panelling during alterations in the room next door.

She also talked about the work she had been doing before coming to
Australia. Much of her recent work was carried out in two houses
belonging originally to German royalty . H4r work involved built
structures including doors and architraves, many with elaborate
painted and gilded finishes, as well as numerous chairs, tables and
other furniture ranging in date from the 17th-century.
Visions

:g
,

SOUTH AUSTRALIA

.,., QUEENSLAND

Australian Archives

A new enthusiasm for the protection and maintenance of this
country's sculptures and outdoor monuments. That was the
overriding outcome of the Visions for the Future Conference held in
Adelaide on March 14 and 15. To harness this energy the
Conference called on SMOCM to:
Develop strategies to establish an inventory, to care for and
promote awareness of all publicly accessible outdoor
artworks and monuments in Australia
Along with this mission statement came a series of tasks to be
implemented over the next 12 months and then for a further
conference to be held to report progress. The work for SMOCM
includes:
establishing goals
drafting a 3-year programme
securing funding - for which a range of suggestions have been
documented
employ a national co-ordinator
establish a network for support and involvement from other
bodies - for which a range of organisations were suggested
publicise and advertise
formalise management, accountability and opportunities for
creating a Trust.
The inspiration for these ideas were a range of speakers who, over
the preceding day and a half had, in an always interesting, sometime
provocative, often amusing way, described what had been done,
how it had been done and what needs to be done, to ensure that our
outdoor sculptures and monuments are conserved. A major
contribution came from the Programme Director of Save Outdoor
Sculpture, USA, Susan Nichols, who shared her enthusiasm ,
many ideas and her experience all of which will assist in the
establishment of a similar body in Australia.

Warwick Peberdy and Chris Bakewell have completed the
National Assessment program/survey. Chris worked in the
Brisbane, Perth and Darwin repositories, while Warwick worked in
the Brisbane, Hobart and Darwin ones.
Work is continuing on the Defence plan series and nine waterdamaged passport registers believed to have been damaged in the
1974 Brisbane floods.

Brisbane City Council Art Gallery
Carolyn O'Rourke has commenced working at the Brisbane City
Council Art Gallery, Conservation Space, conserving a private
collection and also working on the Richard Randall watercolours.

Queensland Art Gallery
Gillian Osborn is currently travelling the country looking at lan
Fairweather paintings with the hope to organising an exhibition later
this year. John Hook is working on a 17th-century Flemish
painting by removing the varnish and trying to discover who painted
it. Gillian is also working on an Eric Wilson painting which was
painted on both sides, an interesting project to design a stretcher
and framing system for its display.
All staff in the conservation laboratory are preparing the Renoir
exhibition coming soon to the Queensland Art Gallery.

Queensland State Archives
Vicki Warden has returned from two months leave with strict
instructions to staff to not mention the words 'thesis' and 'masters' .
Vicki attended the conference Preservation Microfilming - does it
have a future? followed by a trip to Townsville to give a presentation
to the Australian Society of Archivists Annual Conference, Archives
in the Tropics.
The conservation laboratory is once again filled with new casual
staff who are fully occupied with Ecclesiastical files, Intestacy files
and Bills of Sale until the end of June. 'Kirsty has exactly one
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To learn the full story why not get a copy of the proceedings,
including all papers and the final resolutions of the Conference, only
$10 from Holly McGowan-Jackson, Secretary, SA Division AICCM,
cl- Artlab Australia, 70 Kintore Avenue, Adelaide, SA, 5000.

Debbie Spoehr has resigned from Artlab to pursue her private
conservation interests. Kristin Phillips is on maternity leave after
the birth of Jack Harrison Phillips Payne. Congratulations to Kristin
and Chris. Congratulations also to Lyn Pinkus and Peter Mahar on
the birth of their daughter Shannon Rose.

Things We Keep

Artlab Grants Program
In conjunction with the History Trust of South Australia, Artlab
Australia is offered grants totaling $25,000, to community
organisations such as museums and libraries, for the conservation
of moveable cultural heritage material.
The purpose of the grants is to promote the conservation of South
Australia's heritage and they are designed to assist community
organisations that are financially or geographically disadvantaged
with respect to access to conservation services.
Many of these projects involve preventive conservation training. All
of Artlab's staff are involved in these grant projects. This program
provides funding to Regional Museums to make available sound
practical advice and help to ensure the best possible care of
collections, often of National or State significance, that are
generally in the care of volunteers.

Initial discussions were held between AICCM and Australian Council
of Library Information Services (ACLIS) about the staging of an
exhibition about the conservation of cultural materials. This project
has now developed and is proceeding in a new and more substantial
direction. Artlab Australia recently submitted a proposal to 'Visions
of Australia' for an exhibition development and touring grant to
develop and tour an exhibition on preservation.
The Things We Keep Exhibition Management Committee is a
partnership between Artlab Australia, State Library of Sou.th
Australia, South Australian Museum, History Trust of South
Australia and the Art Gallery of South Australia. The Exhibition
Workshop Group which contributed to the planning of the exhibition
also includes: SA Department for the Arts and Cultural Development,
Promotions Unit; Education Department of South Australia;
Australian Institute for the Conservation of Cultural Material; and the
Australian Council of Library Information Services.
As a human activity, preservation has been formalised by many
societies in institutions such as museums, libraries, temples,
keeping places, etc. Within these institutions specialist skills have
developed so that the reasons for preservation can be better
fulfilled. as with any specialisation, these institutions have become
separated from the broader context of the societies they serve. In
fact the very reason for their existence is sometimes questioned.
ahe exhibition on preservation is about returning the activity of
W:'reservation back to the conscious mainstream of human activity
and in doing so, it will develop a broad community understanding and
commitment to preservation which will form the basis for the
management of the distributed national collection.

~VICTORIA
The lan Potter Art Conservation Centre
During summer, Samantha Shellard, a third-year student from
the University of Canberra, joined our research team to examine the
use of Electron Diffraction to analyse the inorganic constituents of
paint microsamples. The results were promising and we hope to
undertake the next phase in this project in the near future. Our
Research Officer Lois Matheson is continuing work on the
Streeton project in conjunction with the National Gallery of Victoria.
In March, the Conservation Centre hosted a visit from Susan
Nichols, Program Director of the United States preservation
program Save Outdoor Sculpture (SOS), who was in Australia as
Keynote Speaker for the recent SMOCM conference on Public Art
held in Adelaide . During her stay in Melbourne, Susan presented a
public lecture on SOS and took part in a seminar titled Victoria 's
Sculptures and Monuments - An Ongoing Responsibility, in which
issues raised at the conference and local preservation strategies
were discussed.

Museums Australia
As many of you will know many museums organisations have
recently amalgamated to form the new Museums Australia. Helen
Halley is representing the AI CCM as an observer on the new interim
SA committee of Museums Australia (MA). Helen will ensure that the
AICCM remains involved in the activities of MA. We plan to be
involved in their functions and meetings to get to know other people
in SA with similar interests to our own.

Greg Bell has been examining and cleaning the large bronze
replica of Poseidon of Artemision belonging to Melbourne University,
which has recently been removed from the Beaurepaire Centre for
reinstallment in the courtyard of the newly-opened Arts Faculty
building. For many years mistakenly referred to as Zeus, the statue
is the second casting from the original bronze of Poseidon, held in
the Greek Museum, Athens, which is considered to be one of the
finest extant examples of ear1y classical sculpture (c.470 BC).
In April, Rosie Freemantle attended the Paper Conservation
Conference Modem Works, Modem Problems?, held at the Tate
Gallery London. A conference report appears in this issue of the
Newsletter. Rosie presented a paper on the conservation of
drawings by London-based artist Anish Kapoor, a project which she
worked on during her time in London.
Robyn Sloggett and Rosie have been involved in teaching thirdyear Fine Arts students studying Materials & Techniques.

New Storage for SA Collections
The Department for Arts and Cultural Development have recently
taken a decision to establish a joint store for the major State
collections. The store will be located at the old Government Printers
building at Netley. Artlab is involved in discussions about the
modifications to the building to improve the storage facilities.

Koch Store Move
Holly McGowan Jackson has spent the last ten weeks working with
the collections of the South Australian Maritime Museum at the Koch
Atore at Port Adelaide. Many other Artlab staff, volunteers and
~orkers from the correctional services department have assisted in
the huge task of condition reporting, cleaning and packing the
thousands of items which will be moved to Netley early in June.

Adelaide City Archives

State Library of Victoria

As yet no decision has been taken as to whether the conservator's
position at the Adelaide City Archives will be abolished. The
recommendations of the Review of the Council's functions are still
being evaluated.

The State Library continues in its state of change due to the
redevelopment, and we are learning what it's like to live on a building
site as demolition occurs prior to redevelopment.

The SA Division wrote a letter expressing our concern to all members
of the Adelaide City Council. Many councillors contacted the
Division to seek further information and to express their support for
the maintenance of a conservation laboratory for the City of
Adelaide.

Angeletta Leggio and Jane Bolton are assisting with moving
serials pre-1976 to an off-site store. With the move of these serials,
there will be a freeing up os stack space for other parts of our
collection. The Paper Laboratory, Conservation Bindery and
Preservation Copying will be relocating some time in the next few
months, as some of the redevelopment work has been brought
forward, which impacts on our areas much sooner than was originally
planned. As yet, destination unknown, we 'll keep you informed!
Bindery staff have been involved with the pre-acquisition activities
associated with the State Library receiving a grant from the State
Government for the purchase of the Ken Pound Collection of
children's Australian literature. The collection also includes some
New Zealand and Pacific region publications, and consists of around
35,000 volumes. Mr Pound has been collecting the material for over
25 years, his dedication sho~s in the wonderful collection. An
exhibition was set up for the press release.

Art Gallery of South Australia
As part of the celebrations of the centenary of Women's Sufferage in
South Australia, the Art Gallery is holding an exhibition of South
Australian Women Artists.

Artlab Australia
Paper lab staff have been working on the burial record books from
the West Terrace Cemetery. These books are in constant use by
the public who use them to research topics such as their family
history. Major conservation treatments are being carried out to
ensure that the books are in sound condition to be used in this way.
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Paper laboratory staff worked in a team effort at short notice to
conserve a large photographic mosaic of 713 portraits of Victoria's
explorers and early colonists. Dating from 1862, the work consists
of mostly small oval albumen photographs. The work was required
for the current exhibition at the National Portrait Gallery. Work is
presently being carried out on another large work, which is a
handwritten and illustrated poster proclaiming the separation of
Victoria from New South Wales. lt is extremely brittle and fragile,
being one of our gems that we uncovered during last year's move of
collections! We are also preparing to exhibit some of our collection
items in the newly refurbished Old Treasury Building in Melbourne.
The space is planned to have a changing exhibition relating to
Melbourne, and consists of 14 rooms, each with a particular theme.

WESTERN AUSTRALIA
Library and Information Service of WA
Dough Firth took a break from Preservation Services Branch and
book conservation for six weeks, by going on a holiday to France.
Paul Malone has also spent time away from Preservation
Services Branch, but a work related break, giving a paper on 'the
archives experience' at the National Library's Preservation
Microfilming conference in Adelaide.

.

Private Conservators

Chris Loretto along with Jeavons Baillie, Maggie Baron and
Michael Lester attended the microfilming conference in Adelaide.
As usual, the staff are involved in preparation of material for
contract microfilming. Some of the titles that are being worked on
are Mufti, Duckboard, Harbinger of Light and Australian Home
Beautiful. The section is also awaiting the delivery of the transcripts
of the State court proceedings following the Eureka Stockade .
These transcripts are to be microfilmed.

Barbara Cena, a private conservator from Perth, has recently
completed restoration of a large mural in All Saints' Anglican Church
in Collie, WA. The main part of the mural, executed by Philip W.
Goatcher in 1922, is an oil-on-canvas painting 2.5 metres high and
16 metres long depicting homage of thirty symbolic and historic
figures to Mary and Child. The main restoration problems consisted
of treatment of mould, various repairs to the paint surface, and
reattachment of about one fifth of the canvas to the semicircular
wall.
Other components of the mural, which were also subject to
restoration, included a plaster dome with a smaller oval canvas
painting, and a gilded and painted cornice above the main part of the
mural. The restoration process took three months (January-March
1994). The undertaking was funded by the local committee in Collie,
and also received a grant from the Heritage Council of WA. The
Governor of Western Australia inspected the project shortly before
its completion.

Adrian Flint has been involved in reproduction of images for a
publication on laneways of Melbourne, and has been undertaking
original photography for this as well. He has also been involved in
publicity photographs concerning the new special collections wing of
the library.
Jeavons has completed a training session on advanced use of
Microsoft Access data bases and is also chairing the Australian
Council of Library Information Services (ACLIS) subcommittee on
preservation.
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Western Australian Maritime Museum

Trish Stokes has been developing some ideas about her winter
wardrobe after surveying a collection of some 2,500 early twentiethcentury knitting and embroidery patterns at the Museum of Victoria.
As an ongoing project, Trish has been researching the writing-up of
standards for microfilming documents, and has surveyed the
Aboriginal studies collection of photographs and manuscripts at the
Museum of Victoria with the help of Catherine Thomson and
Tine Rolley. Trish also attended the National Preservation Office
Microfilming Conference.
Meanwhile Tine has started a new Melbourne Cricket Club project,
which involves souvenir textile items. She has been utilising her
paper conservation skills where these are readily adaptable for
basic textile treatments. Tine visited the Jewish Museum to assess
their new storage facilities, has treated a tintype and an ambrotype
from Dandenong, and has worked with Catherine to write a disaster
preparedness plan for the VCCCM. The paper section has also been
busy with a number of large photographs from the City of Prahran.
These document civic events, cityscapes and people of
significance .

Most staff members of the Department of Materials Conservation
have been involved in lectures and workshops held at the Edith
Cowan University as part of its Certificate in Museum Studies
course. This course has been held for the first time and involved all
aspects concerning museums and materials conservation, both
theory and practice . Twenty-eight students took part and the
course has been applauded as a full success by participants,
organisers and lecturers alike.
David Gilroy has been heavily involved in the organisation of the
Edith Cowan course and subsequent workshops on photographic
conservation. As part of the departmenrs outreach programme he
is also setting up a conservation document for moveable cultural
material held within the National Trust in WA. Of particular interest is
the positive response from a variety of parties to his proposal for a
Centre of Photography in WA. A Steering Committee has been set up
to determine how this could be achieved .
lan Godfrey gave an illustrated talk to AICCM members about
'Natural Freeze Drying in the Antarctic'. This is a collaborative
project between the Australian National University and the WA
Museum and lan hopes that funding will continue so that further
research can be conducted.
Ullie Broeze-Hoernemann conducted a workshop on 'Hinging A
works of Art and Repair of Tears' for the Picture Framers Guild of WA W
(Inc.). Sylvia Bass gave a demonstration on how to relax and
care for works of art on paper at the same occasion. This was the
first of a series of workshops organised by the Framers Guild and to
be held throughout this year.
A major report on 'Conservation research into the preservation of
rock paintings in the West Kimberley Region of Western Australia:
Wet Season Reporr was completed and delivered to the Heritage
Council of WA. The report is the synthesis of six years of research
into the interaction of chemical, physical and biological forces on the
degradation of rock art. The work involved a comparison of the pH,
mineralogy, microbiology and the microclimate of six sites, which
covered the geological conditions from limestone to sandstone.
Some unexpected results have proven the value of performing
research under both extremes of climatic conditions experienced in
the wet and the dry seasons. The authors of the report were lan
Macleod, Philip Haydock and Bruce Ford.

Catherine has inspected the commercial photo-copying facilities
used by the Public Records Office for copying oversized
She has also done a conservation survey of the
documents.
Francis collection of pre-cinema moving images, held by
Sciencewori<s.
The paintings section has been dominated for the last few weeks by
the preparation for lining of a large seascape by the British artist
T. Bennetter. The painting is dated 1886, and newspaper used to
cover the edges indicate it was lined in Melbourne in 1889. Carrie
Thomas has been laboriously scraping away the old glue paste
adhesive, assisted by Dena Kahan. Carrie will assist Judy
Dunlop in re-lining the painting. Carrie has also been completing
some treatments on the Mayoral portraits from the City of
Melbourne, has treated some paintings from Bendigo Art Gallery,
and in March she participated in a brief interview for Geelong
community radio.
As well as turning her hand to the back of the Bennetter seascape,
Dena has now completed treatments of a series of Cayley water
colours and a series of engineering drawings from the Museum of
Victoria. The Cayleys project involved research into an appropriate
grade of methyl cellulose to make a poultice of the right viscosity to
remove animal glue from a soluble water colour substrata.
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CALENDA R
Conferences

Workshops

AUSTRALIA

The First Joint Conference of the
New Zealand Professional Conservator's
Group and the Australian Institute for the
Conservation of Cultural Materials.
The National Library of New Zealand
Te Puna Matauranga o Aotearoa
2-6 October, 1994.
Wellington, New Zealand.

For further information:
Conference Brokers, PO Box 40607, Upper Hutt,
Wellington, New Zealand.

Australian Institute for Maritime Archaeology 13th
Annual Conference
17-21 October, 1994. Queensland Museum, Brisbane, Australia.
Theme: Discovery, migration, acculturation, exploitation or... ?
Reinterpreting seafaring activity within the Pacific Rim.
The theme is a broad and multi-disciplinary one. The convenor is
especially keen to attract historians and anthropologists, as well as
archaeologists with research interests in seafaring with a view
toward defining where maritime archaeological evidence can
contribute new insights to, or revised interpretations of seafaring
activity within the Pacific Rim .
Enquiries to: Peter Gesner, (Convenor AI MA Conference), Curator
Maritime Archaeology, Queensland Museum, PO Box 3300 , South
Brisbane 4104, Australia.,
Tel: (617) 840 7673, Fax: (617) 846 1918.
AICCM Paintings Group Symposium 1995
16-17 March, 1995. Erskine House, Lorne, Victoria.
The 1995 Meeting of the Paintings Group is to be held at Erskine
House in Lorne, which is a coastal township located two hours west
of Melbourne.
The programme will be thematic, in part, incorporating a session on
cold lining techniques, followed by a session of papers related to
lining generally. In addition to this the Symposium will provide the
usual forum for the presentation of a wide range of topics for
discussion.
The cost of the Symposium is expected to be around $90-$120 per
night for accommodation, including all meals. Registration will be
$50.
Previous participants have been forwarded a Registration of Interest
and Call for Papers Form.
If you have any enquiries concerning the Symposium please
contact: Linda Waters, Tel: (03) 685 0319, Fax: (03) 686 9101; or
Robyn Sloggett, Tel: (03) 4344 7989, Fax: (03) 347 7448.

Seminars

Talks

Art Museums, Conservation and the Object
Art Association Australia: Call for Papers
23-25 September, 1994. Monash University, Caulfield Campus.
We are seeking papers which deal with conservation issues that
utilise art historical and curatorial expertise. The session entitled
'Conservation and Art History' made its debut at the 1993 AAA
Conference, and drew an audience of both art historians and
conservators.
Papers for this year's conference should be approximately 20·30
minutes in length, although shorter papers may be accepted.
Expressions of interest should be addressed to:
Patricia Stokes, VCCCM , 57 Cherry Lane, Laverton Victoria 3028.
Tel (03) 369 4677; or Robyn Sloggett, lan Potter Conservation,
University of Melbourne, Parkville Victoria 3052, Tel: (03) 344 7989.

INTERNATIONAL
3rd International Symposium on the Conservation of
Monuments in the Mediterranean Basin
24-27 June, 1994. Venice, Italy.
Or Vasco Fassina, Congress Secretariat, Laboratoiro Sceintifico
della Misericordia, Cannaregio 3553, 1-30131 Venice, Italy.
Dialogue/94: Coatings for Outdoor Metals Used in
Artistice and Historic Works
12-14 July, 1994. Baltimore, Maryland, USA.
A practical and valuable information exchange among conservators,
architects, curators, art historians, environmental scientists and the
corrosion community. Dialogue/94 focuses on the vital technology
needed to make informed decisions about the materials, methods
and techniques used in preservation work.
Contact: Angie McCoy, Tel: (713) 492 0535 , ext. 228 or Cassia
Davie, Tel: (713) 492 0535, ext 217; Fax: (713) 578 8254.
RIT Seminar Details Preservation of Photographs
13-18 August 1994. Rochester, New York.
The George Eastman House International Museum of Photography
and Film and Rochester Institute of Technology 's Image
Permanence Institute and Technical and Education Canter of the
Graphic Arts have joined together to present Preservation of
Photographs, designed to help archivists, curators, and
historians identify, handle, and store photographs.
The seminar, now in its seventeenth year, will provide the basics of
preservation technology through practical lectures and hands-on
workshop sessions. Topics include recognizing various forms of
deterioration, documenting and planning preservation strategies,
choosing appropriate enclosures and housings, responding to
emergencies, coordinating preservation with collection
management, and storing and displaying photo collections.
Program highlights range from lectures to hands-on laboratory
sessions designed to teach participants how to identify the various
19th- and 20th-century photo processes. Using specially selected
examples and a structured technique based on visual and
microscopic examination, participants will learn to distinguish an
albumen print from a platinotype, a Kodachrome from an
Autochrome.
Three of the nation's most recognized experts in photographic
preservation will lead the seminar: James Reilly, RIT Image
Permanence Institute director; Grant Romer, George Eastman
House director of education; and Debbie Hess Norris, Winterthur
Museum conservation graduate program assistant director.

1994
June

August

September

17· 111
Reclaiming Women'• Hlatory through Hlatorlc
PreMrvation
Philadelphia, USA. Contact: Gayte Samuls, Alice Paul
Centennial Foundation, Inc., and Preservation Coalijlon
of Greater Philadelphia, 250 S. 16th St. , Philadelphia,
PA 19102; Tel: (215) 546 0531 .
24-27
3rd International Symposium on the Conaervatlon of
Monumenta in the Mediterran.an B•ln
Or Vasco Fasslna, Congress Secretariat, Laboratoiro
Scelntlflco della Misericordia, Cannaregio 3553, 1·
30131 Venloe, ttaly.

13-18
RIT Seminar Dataila P-..atlon of Photographa.
Contact: Va l Johnson on (716) 475 2736 or wr"e to
RIT/T&E Sem inar Center, Frank E. Gannett Building, 66
Lomb Memorial Drive, Rochester, New York 14623·5604.
To register, call our toll·free registration line on 1 800
724 2536.
21·26
Polymera in Muaauma '114
Contact : Centro lnternaclonal para la Conservaci6n del
Patrimonio , Sede Argentina , Peru 222. 1067 Buenos
Alres, Argentina. Fax: 541 343 3260.
28-3Sapt
Culturaa Conn.ct.ct
Contact: Museum Compute r Network, 8720 Georgia
Avenue, Su"e 501 , Silve r Spring, Maryland 20910 USA;
Fax: (310) 495 0810.
28.4 Sapt
2nd International Congreu on Raatoration of
Architectural Heritage and Building
Contact: Centro lnternac ional para la Conservac i6n del
Patrimonlo , Sede Argentina, Peru 222. 1067 Buenos
Aires, Argent ina. Fax: 54 1 343 3260.
31-3 Sept
Dasig.- Bookblndera 111114 Oxford "New Horlzona•
Conference
Contact : Millstream Europe , South Hartlng, Petersf ield,
Hampshire GU3 1 5LF United Kingdom. Tel: 0730
825711 , Fax: 0730 825763.

September
UKIC Lining Conference
Contact: UKIC, 37 Upper Addison Gardens, London W14
8AJ. Tel: 071 -620-3371.

~3July

The Ceramic• Heritage
World Ceramics Congreu
Florence, Italy. Contact: World Ceramics Congress, P.O.
Box 174, 1-480 18 Faenza, Italy.

July
12·14
Oialogua/114: Coatings tor Outdoor Matala Used In
Artiatica and Historic Worka
Contact: Angle McCoy, Tel: {713) 492 0535, ext. 228 or
Cassie Oavie, Tel: (713) 492 0535, ext 217; Fax: (7 13)
578 8254.

..4
Deadline for September issue
of AICCM National Newsletter

3-8

22nd International Auoclation of Paper Historian•
Congrau
Contact: Congress Secretary, Musee des Papeteries
Canson & Montgolfier, BP 139, F-071 04 Annonay,
France.
7·10
Surface Treatments
Xlllth Congrau of the Nordic Conaervation
Auoc:iationa
Copenhagen , Denma rk . Contact: Jacob Trock,
President, Nordisk Konservatorforbund: Den Danske
Afdeling, Museet for Fotokunst, Brandts passage 37·43,
5000 Odense C, Denmark; Tel: 66 13 78 16, Fax: 66 13
73 10.
12·16
Preventive Conservation: Practice, Theory, Research.
IIC 15th International Congreaa
Contact: Secretary-General, IIC, 6 Buckingham Street,
London WC2N 6BA, UK. The Chairman of the Local
Organizing Committee In Canada is John M. Taylor.
111·22
Varnlahaa: Authenticity and Permanence
Contact: Dr. Lesl ie Carlyle/James Bourdeau, Canadian
Conservation Instit ute, 1030 l nnes Road, Ottawa ,
Ontario, Canada; Tel: (613 ) 998 3721 ; Fax: (613) 998
472 1.
1lHOctobar
The Preservation of the Earthern Architectural
Heritage: A methodological approach.
Contact: CRATerre- EAG , BP 2636, F-38036 Grenoble
Cedex 2, France.
Tel: (33) 76 40 14 39, Fax: (33) 76 22 72 56.
22·24
A Sympoaium on the atudy of coins and coinage
Contac t: Miss K. Havercroft, Depa rt ment of
Conservation , The British Museum, London WC 1B 3DG ,
UK or Tel: (071 ) 323 8223 .

. . 23-25
Art Muaaurna, Conservation and the Object
Contact: Patricla Stokes, VCCCM , 57 Cherry Lane,
Laverton Victoria 3028. Tel (03) 369 4677; or Robyn
Sloggett, lan Potter Conservation, University of
Melbourne, Parkville Victoria 3052, Tel: {03) 344 7989.

17·21

. . 3-7
1994 Auatrallan lnatitute tor the Conservation of
Cultural Materlala Inc., New Z..land Proleaaional
Conaervatora Group Inc.
Contact: The AICCM Conference Organisers, C/o Sally
Groom , Museum of Victoria, Conservat ion Unit, 27
Francis Street, Melbourne 3000, or FAX (03) 628 5235

Auatralian Institute tor Maritime Archaeology 13th
Annual Conleranoe
Contact: Peter Gesner, (Convenor AIMA Conference),
Curator Marijime Archaeology, Queensland Museum, PO
Box 3300, South Brisbane 4104, Australia., Tel: (617)
840 7673 , Fax: (617) 846 1918

3-8

Peat, lnaact, and Fungus Management Nontoxic
Fumigation and Altemative Control Techniques tor
Preserving Culturao Hiatorlc Propartiaa and
Collection a
Contact: Suaan Schur, Technology and Conservation, 1
Emeraon PI., 16M, Boaton, MA 02114; Tel (617) 227
8581; or Robert Ha user, New Bedford Whaling
Muaaum, Tal (508) 1197 0046, Fax : (508) 11117 0018.

Restoration 114, the Raatoration and Conservation
Trade Fair
Contact: Amsterdam RAI, Mrs N. Ou ise nberg ,
Restoration 94 Project Manager, Europaplein, NL-1078
GZ Amsterdam, Netherlands.
4-6
Non·Daatructlva Taatlng of Artlatlc and Cultural Object•
Contact : Deusche Gesellschaft fu r, Zerstorungsfr eie
Prutung e.V., Unter den Eichen 87, 0·1000 Berlin 45,
Germany.
1G-14
Heritage Recording: New low-coat computer toola tor
heritage conservation practicaa and built environment
auatainabla development programrnaa
Contact : CRATerre-EAG, BP 2636, F-38036 Grenoble
Cedex 2, France. Tel: (33) 76 40 14 39, Fax: (33) 76 22
72 56.
11-15
Archaeological Rarnalna • in Situ PrMerVatlon
ICOMOS

November

October cont.

October

22·23

3-S

lrnaging the Peat: Electronic lrnaging and Computer
Graphica in Muaauma and Archaeology
Contact: Peter Main or Tony Higgins, Dept. of Scientif ic
Research, British Museum, Great Russell St., London
WC1B 3DG , UK. Tel: 44·7 1·323-8959/8953; Fax: 44 71
323 8276; e-ma ll: EZBMPLMOUK.AC .ULCC.
11 -14
Painted Wood: Hiatory and Conservation
Contact : Carey Howlett , Co lonial Wil liamsburg
Fo undat ion, PO Box C, Williamsburg, VA 23187; Te l:
(840) 220 7076 .
12·14
Painted Wood: Hiatory and Conservation
Valerie Oorge , The Getty
Contact: Program
Conservation lnst ijute , Tel: (310) 822 2299; General • F.
Ca rey Howlett, Colonial Williamsburg , Tel: (804) 220
7076.
24·25
Reato ..tion: la 1t AccepCable?
Subm" 300-word abstract by August 31 to: Restoration
Conference , Depa rtmen t of Conse rvation , British
Museum , London WC1 B 3DG , UK. Speakers will
submit manuscripts lor preprints production in early
1994.
End Nov-Early December
ICCROM Third International Course on Japanese Paper
Conservation
Contact : ICCROM-Japanese Paper Conservation Course
94, 13 Via di San Michele, 1·00 153 Rome AM, Italy; Tel:
(+39·6) 587·901 ; Fax: (+39·6) 588-4265 . Applications
must be received by 1 May 1994.

..6
Deadl ine for December issue
of AICCM National Newsletter

1994/5
February 1995

December 1994

April 1995
April
The Conaerv.tion of Ethnographic M.terl.ols
Catherlne Sease, Division of Conservation, Field
Museum, Roosevelt Road at Lake Shore Drive ,
Chicago, Illinois USA 60605; Fax: 312 427 7269.
2-7
Archaeological Chemistry Symposium
Contact: Archaeological Chemistry Symposium, c/o M.
V. Orna, Department of Chemistry, College of New
Rochelle, New Rochelle, NY 10805, USA. Tel (914) 654
5302, Fax: (914) 654 5387.
24-28
Symposium on the Structural Conservation of Panel
Paintings
Contact: The Training Program, The Getty Conservation
lnst~ute , 4503 Glencoe Avenue , Marina del Rey,
California 90292. Tel: (310) 822 2299, Fax: (310) 821
9409.

December
Con ..rntion of Ancient Egyplioon Murals 11
Contact: Carol E. Brown, Scottish Conservation Bureau,
3 Stenhouse Mill Ln., Edingburgh EH11 3LR, UK. Tel:
031 443 1666; Fax: 031 455 8260.

March

January 1995

May

. . 16-17
AICCM Paintings Group Symposium 1995
Contact: Linda Waters, Tel: (03) 685 0319, Fax: (03) 686
9101 ; or Robyn Sloggett, Tel: (03) 4344 7989, Fax: (03)
347 7448.

August

June

October

Summer
Gilded Metal SurfaCM
Contact: Terry Drayman-Weisser, Wa~ers Art Gallery,
600 N. Charles St., Ba~imore, MC 21201.
June
Methoda of Evalu.tion of Products for the con ..rv.tion
of Porous Building M.lteriools
Contact: Or Marisa Laurenzi Tabasso, ICCROM, VIa di
San Michele 13, 1-00153 Rome, Italy.
6-10
Ethics in Conaerv.tion, AIC 23rd Annual MeMing
Deadline for receipt of abstracts in October 3 1994.
Abstracts should be double-spaced and a maximum of
two pages. Send them to Jay Krueger , AIC vicepresident and program chair, Nat ional Gallery of Art,
DCL, 6th St. & Const~ution Ave., NW, Washington , DC
20565. Abstracts may also be sent to the AIC office ,
1717 K Street, NW, Su~ e 301, Washington, DC 20006 ;
Tel: (202) 452 9545, Fax: (202) 452 9545.

September
18-20
Conaerv.tion of Nineteenth and T-ntiath Century
Sculptures
Contact: Jackie Heuman, Tate Gallery, Millbank, London
SW1 P 4RG, UK. Tel: (071 ) 887 8087.

July
1-8
Museums and the Community
Contact : ICOM 1995, Arkeologisk museum i Stavanger,
PO Box 478, N-400t , Stavanger, Norway.
4-7
3rd lntem.tionai Conference on Biodeterioration of
Cultural Property (ICBCP-3)
Contact: Secretariat of ICBCP-3, Conservation SubDivision, Division of National Museums, Na Phra That
Road, Bangkok 10200, Thailand, Tei/Fax: (662) 224
1352.

November

The program fee is $950 and includes the cost of instructional
materials and evening receptions. For more information, call Val
Johnson on (716) 475 2736 or write to RITfT&E Seminar Center,
Frank E. Gannett Building, 66 Lomb Memorial Drive, Rochester, New
York 14623-5604. To register, call our toll-free registration line on 1
800 724 2536.
Polymer• in Muaeuma '94
21-26 August, 1994. Washington, DC.
This symposium will be held during the American Chemical Society
National Meeting, August21-26, 1994 in Washington, DC.
The goal of this symposium is to focus on a particular aspect of
polymers used in museum applications and expand on it, presenting
the most up-to-date research on the topic.
Polymer• in Museums '94 will focus on coatings found in
museum collections, both as original artists' materials and as added
restorative and preservative layers. Of particular interest will be the
following:
Artists' Paints Materials - Research that correlates application
conditions to film properties studies on aging, identification of
unusual 'private recipes', characterization of painVvarnish
boundaries, testing of new products.
Coatings Additives - Novel use of antioxidants, UV absorbers,
light stabilizers, colorants, in typical conservation materials such as
wax and acrylic resins.
Contact: Mary T. Baker, Symposium Co-ordinator, Conservation
Analytical Laboratory, MAC 534, Smithsonian Institution,
Washington, DC 20560, Tel: (301) 238-3723; Fax: (301) 238-3709;
Email: BAKERMaSIMSC.SI.EDU.
Cultures Connected
28 August- 3 September 1994. Washington. DC .
The conferences of the Museum Computer Network (MCN) and the
International Council of Museums, International Documentation
Committee (CIDOC) will be held consecutively in Washington, DC
from August 28 - September 3, 1994. The conferences provide a
forum to exchange information about the technological challenges
and opportunities facing museums.
For more information, or if you are interested in presenting a paper,
please contact: Museum Computer Network, 8720 Georgia Avenue,
Suite 501, Silver Spring, Maryland 20910 USA; Fax: (31 0) 495 0810.
Restoration 94, the Restoration and Conservation
Trade Fair
18-20 October, 1994. Amsterdam, Netherlands.
Amsterdam RAI, Mrs N. Duisenberg, Restoration 94 Project
Manager, Europaplein, NL-1078 GZ Amsterdam, Netherlands.
Adhesives Forum 11: Starch Pastes and Other
Carbohydrate Adhesives for Use in Textile
Conservation
2 November, 1994. London.
The second Adhesives Forum sponsored by the Adhesives Group of
the UKIC Textile Section to facilitate an exchange of ideas on starch
adhesives. Papers and posters are invited for presentation on
current research, recent case histories, and other aspects of starch
and carbohydrate related adhesives. Postprints will be published.
Send abstracts of 200-400 words by May 20 and poster outlines by
May 31 to: Pippa Cruickshank, Organics Conservation Section,
British Museum, 48-56 Orsman Road, London, N1 SOT, UK; Tel: 44
71 323 8087.
Authenticity, Connoisseurship, and the Interpretation
of Technical Studies
25-28 January, 1995. San Antonio.
College Art Association Meeting. eo-sponsored by AI C.
The use of technical studies in general as well as authenticity
studies has increased greatly. Papers are sought that demonstrate
that technical data needs to be interpreted in the context of other art
historical and documentary information and are often even more
useful when placed in this context. Papers citing specific studies
and methods are encouraged , as are collaborations between
conservators and art historians. Deadline: June 15.
Contact: Jim Coddington, Conservation Department., Museum of
Modem Art, 11 W. 53rd St., New York, NY 10019; Tel: (212) 708
9400, Fax: (212) 397 0773.

Ethics in Conservation
AIC 23rd Annual Meeting
6-10 June, 1995. St. Paul, Minnesota.
The general session of the 1995 AIC annual meeting will address the
topic of 'Ethics in Conservation' . Conservators, curators, art
historians, museum directors, and others are invited to submit
abstracts that explore the challenging and multifaceted topic of
ethics in conservation. Among topics of importance and relevance
to the development of the conservation profession to be addressed
are: examining specific decisions regarding the degree of
appropriate intervention in treatments; approaches to the treatment
of large collections or large-scale projects in the public domain; the
philosophy of preventive conservation and minimal intervention;
defining specific selection criteria used in determining treatment
priorities and general collection management given increasingly
limited resources; reviewing the legal and moral rights of living
artists, artists' estates, and the ethics of treating stolen art;
determining appropriate documentation for unusual situations; and
exploring the differences in approach and the interpretation of
responsibilities occasionally found between conservators in private
practice and those employed by institutions.
Abstracts should present a summary of the subject matter to permit
an evaluation of the paper's quality and significance. Papers should
be suitable for oral presentation as well as for publication.
Deadline for receipt of abstracts in October 3 1994. Abstracts
should be double-spaced and a maximum of two pages. Send them
to Jay Krueger, AIC vice-president and program chair, National
Gallery of Art, DCL, 6th St. & Constitution Ave., NW, Washington ,A
DC 20565. Abstracts may also be sent to the AIC office, 1717 KW
Street, NW, Suite 301, Washington, DC 20006; Tel: (202) 452 9545,
Fax: (202) 452 9545.
Resins Ancient and Modern
13-14th September, 1995. University of Aberdeen.
The 2nd SSCR Resins Conference, Resins Ancient and Modem, will
take place at King 's College, University of Aberdeen. lt is intended
that the papers presented will provide insight into current
developments in the use of materials and techniques in the various
disciplines of conservation as well as information about the
identification and deterioration of both ancient and modem resins.
Conservators, conservation and research scientists are invited to
submit abstracts of approximately 250 words by 1st September,
1994 to SSCR, The Glasite Meeting House, 33 Barony Street,
Edinburgh EH3 6NX (Tel : 031 556 8417; Fax: 031 557 0049).
Preprints will be issued at the conference. The conference will be
accompanied by a trade fair and there will be space for poster and
video presentations.
For further information contact: Margot Wright, Marischal Museum,
Marischal College, University of Aberdeen, Aberdeen AB9 1AS (Tel:
0224 273131; Fax: 0224 645519).
Restoration, De-restoration, Re-restoration ....
ARAAFU 95, 4th International Symposium
October, 1995. Paris, France.
The issue of 'Restoration, De-restoration, Re-restoration .. .'
concerns everyone working in the field of conservation-restoration
of built and moveable cultural heritage. When and why should we
intervene again on an object which has already undergone
treatment? What criteria - technical, esthetic, historic - should this
decision be based on? Depending on the cultural object concerned,
are the questions posed the same?
At this point, what lessons can we draw for the future?
Aims of the Symposium
To analyse the reasons for de-restoring according to fields of
application materials ...
To compare the approaches and motivation of the various
professionals responsible for national heritage: architects ,
scientists, curators, art historians, archaeologists ,
conservators ..
To try to give a definition of de-restoration and to suggest an
ethical framework as a guideline for professional conduct...
To offer alternative solutions, new research fields, new
approaches ...
ARAAFU 1995 Symposium Information and correspondence:- if you
want to submit a paper: c/o Cecile Metzger, 11 rue Clouet, 75015
Paris- France, Tel: (331} 47 83 49 35, Fax: (331) 47 83 91 98.- if you
want to attend the symposium : c/o Marianne Moinot, 175 rue du
Temple, 75003 Paris- France, Tel: (331) 48 04 36 56.

Margaret Byrnes, Head, Preservation Section, National Library of
Medicine, Building 38, Room B 1E21 , 8600 Rockville Pike, Bethesda,
Maryland 20894.

SPECIAL INTEREST
GROUPS

Magnetic Media. Phase 1: Review the status of current research
on the longevity and durability of magnetic media, identify tools
useful to librarians and archivists in managing these collections, and
identify the research necessary to develop the tools, leading to
Phase 11.

Book Conservation
I am organizing a book conservation session at the AICCMINZPCG
conference in Wellington in October. Depending on numbers, the
session will start with speakers on book conservation topics
followed by a panel discussion on the current state and future of
book conservation in Australia and New Zealand. If the attendance
is small, the session will be either an informal discussion or be
merged with the Paper Group.

Binding Adhesives. Design a laboratory process to accelerate
the natural aging process of polyvinyl acetate adhesive (PVA) films
and to test the relative performance of several widely used PVA
formulations.
Contacts:
James R. Druzik, Conservation Scientist, The Getty Conservation
Institute, 4503 Glencoe Avenue, Marina del Rey, California 902926537 .

I am seeking expressions of interest from those likely to attend and
from potential speakers. Please contact me at the Conservation
Bindery, State Library of Victoria, 328 Swanston Street, Melbourne
3000, Tel: (03) 669 9831, Fax: (03) 663 1480.

Christine Ward, Chief, [Bureau of Archival Services, New York State
Archives & Records Admin.) 55 Colehamer Avenue, Troy, New York
12180.

Michael Lester
Convenor

The Commission encourages laboratories, research institutions,
individual researchers, and funding agencies to consider
undertaking these projects. While the Commission is not in a
position to fund the projects directly, it will help support submission
of proposals for funding. For more information contact Maxine Sitts,
Program Officer at the Commission,1400 16th Street, NW, Suite
740, Washington DC 20036-2217, USA. Tel: 202 939 3400, Fax: 202
939 3407.

Conservation Science
Special Interest Group
Preservation Science Projects - USA
Six preservation science projects that involve vital research and the
development of management tools for libraries and archives have
been recommended by a group of 20 preservation administrators
A and scientists convened by the Commission on Preservation and
-Access (USA). The six projects have the full endorsement of the
Commission and unanimous support of the 20-member Preservation
Science Council, which represents a broad sampling of North
American research libraries and archives.

Disaster Planning Sub-Committee
Diverting disaster - it's all in the Planning!
Gay Hendriksen, Curator, Norman Lindsay Gallery
As you enter the National Trust's Norman Lindsay Gallery, your first
view is of the classically inspired historic home of this famous artist
which is nestled in a setting of idyllic gardens, fountains, sculpture
and glorious Blue Mountains bushland. The wonderful sights and
sounds arouse all the senses. The symmetry, balance, feeling of
creativity soothe the soul. You feel a sense of being in Arcadia
where all the wor1d is at one- people and nature.

The Commission sponsored the work of the Council over two and
one-half years, first to study, analyze, and set priorities for research
possibilities, and then to select and develop a finite number of
manageable projects of primary value.
The Commission's
fundamental mandate was to generate new and vital research that
would produce management tools to assist administrators in making
decisions regarding the care and storage of ever-growing
collections.

On Friday 7th January this Arcadia, this unique part of our cultural
heritage, was suddenly threatened by major disaster.

The recommended projects focus on the chemical deterioration of
specific materials and address urgent questions that relate to the
environmental conditions and storage of collections of paper, film,
and magnetic media. The research agenda represents a national
consensus on the needs of academic libraries and archives as
these institutions approach the next millenium.

The breathtakingly beautiful bushland valley that connects the
gallery site to the Grose valley became fuel funnels for bushfire
which, in the following days came within two kilometres of the
gallery. Disasters such as these are things that all small museum
operators are anxious to prevent, and want to get around to planning
for as soon as they get a spare day in their usually frenetic
existence filled with caring for and interpreting their collections and
properties.

The projects are:

e

Paper: Lignin. Assess the influences of lignin in a paper on its
permanence, including such factors as colour changes upon aging
and possible deleterious effects upon non-lignin papers coming into
contact with lignin-containing papers.

On January 7th, 8th, 9th it became frighteningly apparent to those
involved with the Norman Lindsay Gallery how vital it is to take time
out to prepare a disaster plan. We were aware of the need for such a
plan, and had been intending to update the existing procedures. The
gallery had a fire proof room and the previous years positive action
was taken to maintain the grounds to retard the spread of fire. But
there was no detailed practical plan of action to protect the
collection in the event of disaster. All the gallery staff were new,
having only started a matter of months ear1ier, and were not familiar
with fire precautions taken in previous years. On the day the fires
started, the Gallery Curator was on leave having had a baby two
days ear1ier. The Director and the Curator of Museums and
Collections for the National Trust, who were directly responsible for
the gallery in the Curator's absence , were in the Trust's main office
at Observatory Hill in Sydney. Telephone communication was cut
between Sydney and the Blue Mountains. Emergency fire update
numbers were blocked and the freeway to the Mountains from
Sydney was closed. The front of house assistant lived in an area of
severe fire danger so her home and family were at risk.

Paper: Microclimate Effects on Materials. Evaluate the
role of the moisture reservoir in paper and book collections under
fluctuating RH and temperature conditions. Test to include a broad
range of materials and microclimate storage conditions, eg., single
isolated books, books and documents in various boxes, shelves of
boxes .
Contacts:
Con Sebera, 81 West Commerce Street, Bridgeton, NJ 08302.
Carolyn Morrow, Malloy-Rabinowitz Preservation Librarian, Harvard
University Library, 25 Mount Auburn Street, Cambridge,
Massachusetts 02138.
Paper:
Temperature
and
RH
Dependence
of
Deterioration. Use of accelerated aging experiments to yield
specific predictions concerning the life expectancy under different
temperature and RH conditions of five types of paper found most
commonly in libraries and archives.

The gallery tenanVgardener, a family member, two friends of the
gallery and management, the Director and Curator of Museums and
Collections decided to go to the gallery. They luckily made it to the
gallery, but only after persistent discussions at three separate
roadblocks (residents only were allowed through). By the time they
arrived, general fire precautions had been taken for protection of the
buildings. The oil paintings, remaining works on paper, valuable
archives and books were then removed to the fire proof room.

Film. Research to yield recommendations for the types of storage
enclosures that are best for microfilm, movie film, and sheet film, so
as to minimize acetate base degradation.
Contacts:
James M. Reilly, Director, Image Permanence Institute, Rochester
Institute of Technology, Gannett Memorial Building, PO Box 9887,
Rochester, New York 14623..0887.
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purple ink and was excruciatingly water soluble. We couldn't attach
hinges, back or inlay the paper successfully, so we simply
encapsulated the document against the mat backing board, with the
tape not visible because it was under the mount. lt proved very
successful and because of the non-reflective nature of the Lexan
there were no reflection problems with the object being mounted
inside an acrylic case. The polycarbonate has the additional benefit
of reducing the amount of UV light penetrating to the object.

By Sunday afternoon
Late Saturday the electricity failed.
authorities were considering evacuating people from the area.
Sunday night and Monday morning the properties immediately
behind the studio were back burnt and some tree felling was carried
out by the Army.
By Tuesday the worst of the threat was over for the gallery and on
Wednesday the art works were replaced by members of the Lindsay
family, the Director and the Curator of Museums and Collections, the
Gallery Curator, Front of House Assistant and Tenants/Gardener.

Kerry Mclnnis, from Art & Archival, did a bit of detective work after
the meeting and discovered that Lexan is available in a 99% UV
absorbing form . Unfortunately it can only be bought in huge
quantities and has a shiny surface, more like Mylar. This needs a bit
more investigation by someone!
The meeting generated lively and useful discussion about a range of
topics and was, I think, thoroughly enjoyed by all. We are looking
forward to the next meeting on 9th August at the AWM annex.
All welcome.

The disaster over, everyone sighed with relief. We were very lucky!!
However we were left with a sense of uneasiness. lt could all have
been lost so easily. This experience made apparent gaps in our
disaster planning and has resulted in a number of resolutions. A
detailed disaster plan is now being developed for the gallery, giving
specific consideration to resources, equipment, delegation of
decision making, identification of most valuable works and
prioritisation of removal to safe storage. Clear guidelines will be laid
out which prioritise activities and the mobilisation of volunteers
trained in handling collections in the event of disaster. Monitoring
danger to the collection and the site will now be ongoing throughout
the year.

PHOTON
As you all know, there will be a photographic conservation session
at the joint AICCM?NZPCG conference in Wellington. During this
session we will discuss the state of photographic conservation in
Australia and New Zealand and decide whether to set up Photon as a
formal special interest group of the AICCM. If you can't attend the
conference but would like to ba a part of Photon, please let me know
before the conference. Suggestions of topics to be discussed at
the conference are still welcome.

For the National Trust, of which the gallery is a part, disaster plans
are being considered for all properties:- authority for access to
disaster areas for trust personnel where properties are at risk; plans
for all Trust House Managers to be Health and Safety Officers;
pooling professional resources such as association with the Sydney
Cultural and Custodial Institutions Disaster Preparedness Group,
which brings together people, equipment and resources from
member institutions in the event of disaster; liason with similar
organisations such as the Historic houses Trust to exchange
expertise and support.
The
We were fortunate at the Norman Lindsay Gallery.
preparedness of the fire and emergency services, the initial
precautions, the wind directions, the fast thinking and actions taken
by a number of individuals averted our disaster. The fires this year
serve as a reminder of the precarious nature of our existence and
that museums large and small are too culturally valuable to be left to
impulse and the whims of nature. As I am sure we all agree
conserving our heritage is vital.
In retrospect I can only urge you to put disaster plans at the top of
the list in your museums activities. Without an effective disaster
strategy, all your other plans may not have a future . Don't get your
fingers burnt. Plan Nowll!
Reprinted by kind permission of the author and Museums Australia

Kathy Henderson
Australian War Memorial

SMOCM
The conference hosted by Artlab Australia 'Public Art: Visions for
the Future' was a huge success. A variety of specialists from
across Australia spoke on issues concerning public art followed by
an afternoon of discussion, culminating in 'Directions for Action'.
The document created during the conference has been reproduced
at the end of this article.
In addition to the enthusiasm generated during the conference, our
keynote speaker Susan Nichols, Program Director for Save Outdoor
Sculpture USA gave workshops and lectures in Sydney, Canberra
and Melbourne. Thank you to everyone who helped to make Susan's
visit both worthwhile for us in Australia and fun for her.
The next SMOCM conference is being planned for April 10-11, 1995
at the Australian War Memorial, Canberra. John Ashton is looking
into the details of venues and food etc. The theme will be 'Public Art
in the Community'. Anyone interested in presenting a paper at the
conference is asked to contact John on (06) 241 6122. A training
session for volunteers may be held in association with the
conference depending on the state of the program by April next
year.

(NSW)

ACT Paper Group
In May, Australian Archives hosted the meeting of the AICCM ACT
Paper Group.
The main item on the agenda was lan Batterham discussing his
ongoing treatment project on the Waiter Burley Griffin design entries
for the Federal Capital Design Competition. The project has new
impetus with an exhibition on the Design Competition currently being
prepared by Australian Archives and the National Library to be
opened in July '95.
Back in the 60's the design entries were cut from their stretchers
and stuck down onto chipboard. This was the best conservation
advice that was available at the time and presumably was meant to
provide stability because of the rigid nature of chipboard. The
drawings themselves are on cotton and had been stuck down with a
piece of paper between the object and the chipboard. lan has
perfected the technique of using a large icing spatula and sliding the
sharpened edge between the paper and the object. In some cases
he used only a piece of Mylar which had a curved edge. Mylar is
very thin and quite strong and sharp and was a very successful
innovation. lan then reattaches tacking margins and remounts the
object onto a newly made strainer.

Directions for Action
On March 15, 1994 delegates at the SMOCM conference 'Public Art:
Visions for the Future' agreed on the following mission statement.
Mission Statement
To develop strategies to establish an inventory, to
care for and promote awareness of all publicly
accessible outdoor artworks and monuments in
Australia.
The conference delegates then requested that AICCM's special
interest group 'Sculpture, Monuments and Outdoor Cultural
Materials' implement the following summary recommendations:
Network
Make contact with and involve the following key organisations.
existing inventories
local governments (ALGA)
existing network infrastructure
national advisory committee (key contact people in each state)
ICOMOS
• National Trust
Australian Heritage Commission (states)
• Australia Council
Cultural Ministers Council

lan will soon begin working on designs by some of the other
entrants. These entries are paper based but are also stuck down
onto chipboard. The Paper Group was shown our 'Humidity room'
which is a walk-in refrigerator in which we have set up two ultrasonic
humidifiers. When left for a few hours the room becomes very humid
and makes short work of relaxing paper items. lan plans to humidify
the paper entries and simply peel them off the chipboard. One or two
have already been done and were very successful. The adhesive
used to stick them down must be starch based.

Seek endorsement of above.

The meeting then discussed the use of Lexan polycarbonate film as
an alternative mounting material to Mylar. lt has been used recently
in an exhibition where the paper document was required by the
Curator to have a floating mount. The document itself was typed in
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Funding
Australia Council (Tamara Winikoff)
National Capitol Planning Authority (Rohan Dickson)
National Estate Grant Programs and AHRP (Anne Robertson Heritage Commission) (Aiex Marsden)
Australian Cultural Development Office (Kay Daniels)
State Ministers
Building Better Cities (C/- National Capitol Planning Authority,
Brian Pratley)
Philanthropic Trusts/Foundations
Australian Research Council
DEET and Social Security etc.

Textile Special Interest Group
In the interests of passing on information I am proposing a regional
meeting of textile conservators in Canberra on Friday 12th August to
be held in the seminar room Treloar A Conservation Annex, Mitchell.
I hope this will be the first in a series of meetings in Canbe_rra and
Sydney .
Everyone will be invited to speak for 5 to 10 minutes on any topic.
People might like to talk about their institution or business, current
treatment, display methods, storage, new products or materials,
equipment, research, problems needing solutions or student
projects. In other works whatever would be of benefit to you and
other conservators.

Terms of Reference - 12 months
establish short/long term goals
locate existing inventories
advertise intention regarding Inventory
develop materials for survey (questions)
secure publicity avenues/channels
draft 3 year program
draft budget
secure funding
employ co-ordinator
establish partnerships - networks
explore opportunities for establishing a Trust
formalise management and accountability arrangements with
AICCM
formation of national co-ordination committee
develop inventory guidelines
organise conference in about 12 months (link with funding)
venue and committee/preferably not Sydney or Adelaide.

Fiona Tennant from International Conservation Services is the
Sydney contact person.
To assist with planning, a notice with some questions to be
answered and returned has been mailed out to Textile Specialty
members in the Canberra/Sydney region. However, everyone is
welcome so if you would like to know more please contact: Wendy
Dodd (06) 243 4531 or Fiona Tennant (02) 417 3311.
At Nikki King Smith's suggestion we will nominate someone to report
on the seminar for this Newsletter so everyone can benefit from the
meeting.
Wendy Dodd
Textile Conservator,
Australian War Memorial

Benefits of Project
The specific objective of the project is to develop appreciation of
outdoor sculpture and monuments as an important part of our
environment. The project will foster a greater sense of place and
historical context for outdoor monuments and a deeper
understanding of art. lt is envisaged that volunteers who help to
create the inventory and who do the research will develop an affinity
for the works resulting in a continuing commitment to ensure their
preservation (ie. the volunteers may become fund raisers for
treatment of damaged works and lobbyists for their ongoing
maintenance).

.TECHNICAL NOTES
Standard for Permanent Paper
Report on progress of Standards Australia committee MS/48
Background
This committee has been meeting since 1987, and has
representatives from the paper manufacturing industry, Australian
Archives, National Library of Australia, the Australian Government
Publishing Service, APPITA (The Technical Association of the
Australian and New Zealand Pulp and Paper Industry) and AICCM.
In 1992, a draft standard, titled as 4003(/nt)-1992, Interim Australian
Standard for Permanent uncoated paper and paperboard, was
issued, with a life of two years from the date of publication, at the
end of which it was to be redrafted as a permanent standard or
withdrawn. Since then the committee has met regularly to redraft the
document in preparation for the expiry of the Interim Standard in May
1994.

Victoria, South Australia and the ACT are also seeking funding.
National funding through the Australia Council, Australian Cultural
Development Office and the Heritage Collections Committee are
being investigated. The United States Information Service has been
approached for assistance to bring an American Cultural specialist
to Australia for up to 6 weeks to conduct workshops, master classes
and consulting.

A The Public Art Inventory and Public Awareness Program will need a
W' logo. I propose the following logo and caption DISCOVERING SAM
(Sculpture And Monuments). If you've got a better idea for a log
send it to Donna Midwinter at the Art Gallery of NSW so we can run a
competition in the next AICCM National Newsletter/. Start doodling
now because once money is committed to the project we will need to
start promoting it promptly in order to reach our targets in the allotted
time.

Current status
lt is a Standards Australia requirement that any ISO standards be
adopted unless reasonable cause can be shown for variation .
Accordingly, the committee MS/48 reviewed /S0/0/S 9706- Paper
for documents - Requirements for permanence. While the redrafted
AS 4003(1nt) with more stringent requirements than ISO 9706, was
being pursued it was recently been decided to adopt the ISO
standard with some modifications. These modifications will take the
form of additional notes which cover fibre composition, the pH of
aqueous extract and sizing, omissions which led to the committee
lodging a negative vote for the ISO document in 1993.
The latest version of the Australian Standard, ie. the modified ISO
document is still being typed up. When available and confirmed by
the committee, copies will be circulated for comment.
Tamara Lavrencic
President, AICCM
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Write down your concerns and ideas so they can be published here.
Lets have the views of SMOCM members reflected in this column.
Contact: Donna Midwinter, SMOCM Co-ordinator, Art Gallery of New
South Wales, Art Gallery Road, Sydney 2000 , Tel: (02) 225 1735,
Fax: (02) 221 6226.
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Contemporary Photography
• new interpretations of old techniques, eg. the Aurotype;
processes;
materials (alternative supports);
image manipulation;
artists and case studies from Nora Kennedy.
Mounting and Presentation
• the wishes of the artist versus the wishes of the conservator.

REVIEWS ~
Course Review
Advanced Photographic Conservation at the
Smithsonian Institute
In February this year I travelled to the United States to attend an
Advanced Photographic Conservation course at the Smithsonian
Institution's Conservation Analytical Laboratory. The course was
designed for conservators with existing training and experience in
photographic conservation. While I was in the US I also took the
opportunity to visit several institutions around Washington and to
travel to Rochester, New York, to visit conservation and research
facilities there.

Densitometric Monitoring and Recommended Light
Levels for Exhibition
learning to use a densitometer on colour material to monitor
changes from exhibition, and exhibition light levels and how to
avoid those changes occurring.
Environment and Storage
current recommendations and what levels various institutions
are using;
• referring to AN SI Standards.
Final Review and a Summary of the Differences
Between Paper and Photographic Conservation
the current move towards separation of the techniques of paper
and photo conservation, there is a feeling that the specifics of
photographic conservation are too great to work as a shared
specialization.

Lecturers for the course were Debbie Hess Norris, Lecturer in
Photographic Conservation at the University of Delaware and
President of AIC, and Nora Kennedy, from The Better·Image, her
private practice and currently on contract to the Metropolitan
Museum of Art. Guest appearances were made by Dianne van der
Reyden (Paper Conservator at CAL and course convenor); Mark
McCormack-Goodheart (Photographic Scientist at CAL) and
Deborah Derby (Conservator at the Hagley Museum and Library in
Wilmington, Delaware).

The week following the course, I visited institutions in Washington
dealing with Photographic Conservation and photographic access. I
will mention some of those visits here:

The course ran for four days from 8.30am to 6.30pm with lectures in
the mornings and practical sessions in the afternoons. Topics
covered included:
Component Structure of Photographic Materials
photolytic (light developed) and filamentary silver (chemical
developed), how the crystals form and which processes produce
which type;
recognising the layers in a photograph;
basic principles of photographic chemistry based on silver halide
processes.
Identification of 19th-century Photographic Printing
Processes
learning to recognise the visual characteristics of these
processes;
keys to dating prints;
typical formats.
Identification of Contemporary Colour Processes
an introduction to the principles of colour (or should I say color)
chemistry;
identification of Dyelines (and how Kodak has just stopped
production of the dyes to make Dyelines)
chromogenic prints and negatives;
Polaroid prints and transparencies;
llfachrome (Cibachrome) etc.

National Museum of American History (a Smithsonian Museum) James Wallace, Director of Photographic Services. This section
deals with all images created on behalf of the Smithsonian
Institution, usually by staff photographers. They hold approximately
three million images with 26,000 new images created annually
(mostly of National events eg . Desert Storm Parade, Presidential
Inaugurations). As material is accessed it is being put onto video
disc as it is being copied. These images are then available on-line
through various networks such as Internet. I was shown their Adobe
Photo Shop image enhancement system which they are using to
digitally correct images that are requested by the public, eg. a colour
transparency that has suffered dye fading can have colour balance
restored via the system and a correctly balance image supplied to
the requester (of course the original is still faded and cannot be
corrected , but it is put into cold storage to reduce further
deterioration). One interesting fact I learned here is that no nitrate
material can be stored in Washington, DC by order of the
government. Apparently they feel the risk of an explosion is too
great.
National Archives - I was shown the new Archives facility ,
ARCHIVES 11. WOW!! If anyone feels the need to work in a
Conservation factory up to your neck in new equipment, this is the
place to go. There are three Paper Conservation labs (one for bulk
treatment, one for individual treatments and one for a particular
collection) and a Book Conservation lab. They are looking at
employing a staff of 60 Conservators. Each of the two large labs will
accommodate twenty people and were probably each as big as the
whole lab and office area at the University of Canberra. Plus they
had special wet rooms (with hot deionized water on tap), REALLY
wet rooms (with waterproof panelling on the walls) and encapsulating
rooms. There were at least four suction tables lined up against one
wall ready for use.

A lot of references were made in this section on the book by Henry
Wilhelm on The Permanence and Care of Color Photographs from
Preservation Publishing Company.
Physical properties of Gelatine Binders
isoelectric point of gelatine and sensitivity to pH changes;
anisotropic characteristics and the tendency not to revert back
to its original moisture content after treatment;
shrinkage rates.

International Museum Photography and Film, Rochester, New York This museum is built at the back of and connected to George
Eastman House. This is the mansion George Eastman built for
himself on East Avenue in Rochester. lt has been restored and now
forms part of the museum . The museum has four gallery spaces, a
theatre , research library and bookshop open to the public plus
various behind the scenes areas including a Conservation Lab. This
lab takes in a dozen or so interns for twelve months to work with the
collection and learn the history of photography and photographic
conservation. They specialize in certain areas, almost exclusively
dealing with 19th-century positive images. I didn't get the
impression there was much work being done on contemporary
material, but I may be wrong. Because the images are treated as
works of art, if a researcher comes to study the collection, they are
given access to the original material, copies are not adequate. The
IMPF approach to its collection was very different to the War
Memorials' approach, as we regard our collection as an archival
collection where the pictorial information, not the item, takes
precedence .

General Introduction to Conservation Treatment
Protocol• for Photographic Print Materials
discussion on decision making and a more critical approach as
to whether to treat an object or not or to what extent;
respect for historic integrity of all parts of the object, not just the
print.
Surface Cleaning, Humidification, and Flattening of
Photographic Prints
taking a harder line on the amount and type of treatments carried
out and discussing alternative procedures.
Disaster Recovery
how various materials will fare in a wet disaster and steps to take
once a disaster has occurred (this included a practical session
in which a mock disaster was set up, leaving material immersed
in water overnight which produced some startling results).
Compensation in Deteriorated Photographic Materials
techniques and materials for repairing losses and toning fills;
the ethical implications of the procedure.
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The second day was conducted by Ken Waiters (ANSTO Technical)
who introduced us to radiographic film, intensifying screens, grids
and cassettes. We then discovered density, contrast, kVp, mA,
time and distance relationships, clarity, filters and heel effect (it's
not a new dance step). All this interesting and essential knowledge
was interspersed with the same great quality morning and afternoon
tea and lunch as provided on the first day (as Stewart said 'Oh! we
do this every day')

Image Permanence Institute - This is one very small section of the
Rochester Institute of Technology . IPI has a staff of around eight
people and works in conjunction with IMPF with some of their interns.
IPI is a research facility dealing with (currently) suitability of storage
materials for photographs (the Photographic Activity Test) and
refining the technique for the PAT (if you are thinking of buying a
PAT kit be sure you can get access to a densitometer that reads
transmission AND reflection as you need both); affects of various
atmospheric pollutants on photographic images; accelerated aging
of various photographic materials and physical testing of aged
material (under ANSI Standard guidelines) plus other projects. They
also keep a fantastic study collection of photographic processes.
Each box contains examples of particular processes with guidance
sheet for you to go through and pick out the characteristics of each
process. The processes range from cased images and salted paper
prints through to contemporary Polaroid and chromogenic prints and
negatives. If any student of photographic conservation was
thinking of travelling to Rochester I would thoroughly recommend at
least a couple of days at IPI just going through the study collection.

The last part of the day was taken up with experimenting with
different exposure speeds and filters and grids and film, and getting
used to being in the dark(room) and doing film processing. The
practical work was mainly done on a small oil painting applied on
wood panel , but we did have a few tries at viewing the internal
mysteries of a small object which proved to be quite enlightening.
The course had a full attendance of ten students with Stewart Laidler
joining us on the second day. The participants and their relevant
institutions were: Jo Shea, Linda Waters and John Payne from the
National Gallery of Victoria; Bronwyn Ormsby and Greg Howard from
the National Gallery of Australia; Gillian Osmond from Queensland
Art Gallery; Sarah Powell from Artlab; Donna Midwinter, Paula
Dredge and Stewart Laidler from AGNSW; and John Ashton from the
Australian War Memorial. On behalf of all the other students I would
like to thank the host institution AGNSW and staff, especially Paula
Dredge for her great organisation, and ANSTO for providing an
education and interesting two days.

Kodak- I spoke to a representative of the Image Stability Technical
Centre at Kodak, who was very helpful and had loads of information,
as long as you didn't ask questions about another company. One of
their major concerns is the light stability of colour print material. I
was issued with a pair of UV filtering glasses and shown around the
centre. The materials being tested line the inside of globe-shaped
structures about three metres tall. In the very centre of this globe is
a bank of fluorescent tubes which rotates for uniform light
distribution. These can be consistent with light levels in the home
(which they have measured in a study conducted in two homes in
A Rochester) or high levels 24 hours a day. Tests are also carried out
Wfor temperature humidity and atmospheric pollutants.

John Ashton
Objects Conservator
Australian War Memorial

The course was packed with information and well worth attending,
and everyone that I visited was very friendly and helpful. The only
trouble was that it is freezing in north-eastern United States in
February. If you go, leave yourself a couple of days free in case the
place freezes over and you miss some appointments. Trust me, I
know. Also don't wander up the wrong end of Clinton Avenue in
Rochester. White folks ain't exactly a common sight and the buses
never come when you want them to. Trust me, I know.

'Modern Works, Modern Problems?'
A report on the conference held at the Tate Gallery,
London, 3-5 March 1994.

Organised by the Institute of Paper Conservation (UK) , the
conference 'Modem Works , Modem Problems?' drew together an
international selection of conservators, artists, historians and
curators to discuss the conservation of modem art on paper and the
specific conservation challenges these works present. lt was the
first conference to concentrate entirely on this subject and proved
to be extremely popular and rewarding. Two hundred delegates
heard a total of twenty-five papers on issues ranging from treatment
case studies and analysis of unusual materials and techniques, to
artist's intent and the ethical and legal considerations of the
conservator.

Thanks are due to the Australian War Memorial who paid for my
travel and accommodation costs for the duration of the course, and
to the fan Potter Foundation whose contribution allowed me to
extend my stay to three weeks.
Cheryl Jackson
Paper and Photographic Conservator
Australian War Memorial

The three-day conference held sessions on prints and printmaking;
modem and contemporary paper used in works of art; collage and
photomontage; unusual media; and a variety of special papers. In
the opening session, two papers discussed possible solutions to
conservation difficulties encountered when treating lithographs and
screenprints. Jean Brown (National Museum of Wales) looked at the
basic dye content of some lithographic inks used on posters dating
from the early 20th-century, and their unusual fugitivity due to a
reaction with the acidic paper support. In his paper on screen prints,
Piers Townshend (Tate Gallery) cautioned the conservator to
beware of the 'recent' introduction of water-based inks into
screenprinting workshops, and discussed the use of solvents and
solvent vapour to slowly relax rigid layers of the more common,
solvent-based media. He has been successfully using a large
silkscreen and terylene for stretching prints with severe local
distortions, leaving a thin layer of carboxymethyl cellulose 'lining'
the verso of the work.

Conference Review
X-Ray Radiography Course

The course was conducted by staff of the Australian Nuclear
Science and Technology Organisation (ANSTO) and was held at the
- A r t Gallery of NSW (AGNSW) over the 12th and 13th May 1994.
The aim of the two-day course was to provide sufficient training in
both lecture and practical form so that students could be certified by
the relevant government authorities to operate X-radiography
equipment in art conservation work.
The first session of day one was devoted to an introduction outlining
the history of radioactivity, basic radiation protection and
terminology. Session two, after a scrumptious morning tea, included
the use of X-Rays and X-Ray tubes, hazards and their control; and
the use of dose-rate meters. The main safety aspects for use of
radioactive and X-Ray sources were explained as being the
judicious use of time, distance and shielding.

During the session on modem papers, Samuel Mizrachi presented
the results of testing carried out on pigment coated papers, which
revealed that these papers prefer to be housed at notably lower
temperature and relative humidity than other papers. Up to 30"/o of
paper manufactured today is pigment coated, so the scientific data
and conclusions drawn in this paper will undoubtedly be extremely
relevant and useful to the conservation industry. Detailed scientific
data presented by Gunnar Heydenreich (paintings conservator,
Restaurierungszentrum, Dusseldorf) in his paper about the
sensitivity of works on board to even very gradual changes in
humidity (during conservation treatments), emphasized that. only a
very limited and controlled increase, if any, can reduce the risk of
damage to the paint surface. Framing, and the use of solvents and
fungicides in the treatment of works on board was also discussed.

After a very well presented and sustaining lunch (vegetarian and
non-vegetarian being catered for) held in the boadroom - a serene,
aesthetically pleasing area, we looked at the practical use of doserate meters using radioactive sources and the AGNSW X-Ray unit.
One of the main concepts we learnt during this session was that
normal building bricks let too many X-Rays through while concrete
blocks are very effective barriers to X-Rays.
Another wonderful (afternoon) tea break complimented by homemade biscuits was followed by an examination of the practical
operation and safety aspects of the AGNSW X-Ray unit. After the
days work further wonderful entertainment was provided for us by
our attendance at the official opening of Gaugin-Pont-Aven
exhibition in the Gallery. Thank you Paula for arranging such a
happy coincidence; and our gratitude to Gordon Mackenzie (ANSTO
Training) for an interesting and well-presented day with student
notes specially prepared for our course.

The paper historian Peter Bower was one of several speakers whose
papers had to be withdrawn or modified at the request of their clients
or patrons. Nevertheless, he ·raised some interesting points about
the content of certain papers, or at least of interpreting information
given by mills about their products. For instance, papers sold as
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'rag' by British mills prior to 1948, in fact only had to contain 50% rag
in their composition. The issue of papers containing recycled
material, their varying qualities and degrees of permanence, was
raised as an area where more research needs to be done and made
available. Heather Norville-Day presented a paper on the taxes and
photocopies of David Hockney and their problematic conservation.
Hockney, recognising the impermanence of the tax paper used when
'sending an exhibition down the telephone', sends taxes to himself
and then photocopies these onto Arches rag paper.

~TRAINING
OPPORTUNITIES
The Conservation of Traditional Buildings

As expected, the papers on conservation of collage and montage
work raised some of the most interesting practical and ethical
issues. Daria Keynan discussed approaches to works where
unsound materials are an intrinsic part of the composition and the
ironic difficulty of convincing some clients that they should not be
removed - Andy Warhol used pressure sensitive tape as a design
element in many works on paper, photocopying or screenprinting
directly onto the tape as he did in his Up Book. If these tapes
become loose, Daria will isolate them by inserting Mylar between
carrier and support using a heat-set adhesive such as Jade 403. In
tests carried out for the conservation of collages by John Piper,
Christine Mackay (National Museum of Wales) discovered that
humidification can activate and probably spread acidity in certain
papers. She suggested that further work be carried out on
introducing alkaline solutions into the humidification solution. An
entertaining paper entitled 'Flash Gordon and Tarzan are alive and
well' by Patricia Dacus Hamm, looked at the difficulties of
conserving original cartoon and fantasy art. Essentially ephemeral,
these works contain problematic materials such as rubber cement,
'white-out', tapes and Letraset which need specific and sometimes
unusual treatments.

Planned for January 1995.
This eleven or twelve day school is an intensive course aimed at all
those involved in the care and physical management of buildings,
including archaeologists, architects, builders, building surveyors,
conservators, curators, engineers, heritage advisers, planners,
quantity surveyors, TAFE lecturers, tradespeople and works
supervisors.
Scope
The school begins at the point where a building or structure has been
identified to be of sufficient heritage value to warrant long-term
conservation. Its dominant theme is the properties of traditional
building materials, how they weather and deteriorate and how they
are best conserved.
For each of the major groups of materials (stone, brick, mortar,
wood, metals and decorative finishes) the following topics are
covered;
• types, origin and manufacture, use in building,
• properties related to durability,
weathering and decay mechanisms,
traditional repair techniques,
contemporary conservation practice with emphasis on practical
measures.

A paper on the allocation of legal responsibility in relation to
conservators, their clients and artists, presented by solicitor Robin
Neill, gave the audience food for thought and clarified many
questions by delegates. A similar paper on the rights and
responsibilities of conservators and artists in Australian law would
undoubtedly be well-received here . On the last day, Dianne van der
Reyden (Smithsonian Institution), Sophie Fairclough and myself
gave a complimentary paper discussing treatments involving
modem works containing acrylic and gouache on paper. The term
'gouache' is often loosely applied - Dianne explained that some
'designer gouaches' are actually made with acrylic emulsions, whilst
a 'gouache' by Roger Hilton in Sophia's studio proved to be poster
paint. In parallel examples, Dianne had used ice to release the
acrylic medium where it had become adhered to the glass glazing,
whilst Sophia utilised a heated spatula to release the acrylic paint
from perspex in a work by Sam Francis. My paper looked at the
drawings of the artist Anish Kapoor, his often unconventional
working methods and materials, and the changes or deterioration
which may occur as a result of these. Many other papers also
concentrated on specific artists or case studies. The final afternoon
saw a panel debate with conservators, curators, historians and
artists including Peter Blake and Tom Philips, discussing with the
audience issues which had arisen during the previous three days.
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Included within this range are topics such as repointing of masonry,
rising damp, site drainage , termites and other biodeterioration of
timber, traditional and modem paint coatings, and the physical
investigation of buildings.
The school consists of theory sessions, discussions , site visits and
field exercises.
Objectives
On completing this school participants will be able to:
apply sound conservation practice based on an understanding
of the properties of building materials. (main objective)
Outline the broad properties of important traditional building
materials
Outline the principles that guide contemporary conservation
practice.
Develop networks with other practitioners in building
conservation .
Cost

lt was disappointing and ironic that dome papers had to be withdrawn
or modified due to client pressure - the conference was organised to
give a more positive understanding of modem art on paper, and to
develop answers to the problematic issues raised, not to publicise
'poor' workmanship or the short lifespan of certain works or
materials. In all other respects, the conference was a great
success - in terms of the range of papers presented, the
international selection of delegates and the clockwork organisation
by the conference committee. The Picasso exhibition which was
concurrently showing at the Tate was an additional pleasure which I
enjoyed tremendously. Papers from the conference will be
published by the Institute of Paper Conservation later this year. My
thanks goes to The George Alexander Foundation and The
University of Melbourne who made it possible for me to attend the
conference.

This intensive course runs all day and extends into most evenings.
Costs, including meals and accommodation, will approximate
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$2500.00.
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Expressions of Interest
To enable further planning of these courses, we are seeking
expressions of interest from individuals and organisations. Please
write to: David Young, National Centre for Cultural Heritage Science
Studies, University of Canberra, PO Box 1, Belconnen, ACT 2616.

International Course on Paper Conservation
27 July- 22 September 1995 (8 weeks).
This ICCROM course will be held in Horn & Vienna, Austria. The
course will offer theoretical lectures, demonstrations and practical
sessions mainly held at the Kunsthaus in Horn. Visits to major
collections, research institutions and paper restoration labs in
Vienna will be an integral part of the programme.

Rosie Fremantle

The syllabus includes: Care of collections, climatology, pest control,
paper chemistry, history and technology, conservation/restoration
of paper artifacts (two-week seminar), Japanese methods for the
restoration of Oriental paper objects (two-week seminar), workshops
on preventive conservation, conservation of papyrus and
parchment.

Are you going to the New Zealand conference,
3-11 th October 1994? I am looking for 2 or 3 other
people to go bushwalking with for a couple of days in New
Zealand . I am open to negotiation about time, place,
difficulty and length.

There will be a maximum of 15 internationally-selected participants.
The working language will be English and the cost is US$ 400
(payable only by selected participants) . Please send ICCROM
application forms to: ICCROM- Paper Conservation Course 1995, 13
Via di San Michele, 1-00153 Rome AM, Italy, Tel : 6/587901, Fax>
6/5884265. Applications must be received by 15 November 1994.

Please contact Karen Caldwell, GPO Box 2907, Canberra,
Australia 2601.
Tel (Aust.) (06) 209 9509 (BH), Fax (Aust.) (06) 241 7711.
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A copy of this publication is in the AICCM library if members wish to
view it. For more information contact The Executive editor, Stephan
Fitz, Lohengrinstrasse 16a, 14109 Berlin, Germany.

~COURSES

&
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UKIC Publications
The Conservator as Art Historian
Anna Hilbert, editor.
Papers given at a UKIC Wall paintings Section Conference, held on
20 June 1992 in Abingdon, Oxfordshire. The meeting was chaired by
Reverend Dr Allan Doig and the publication of the papers was made
possible by a generous grant from the Pilgrim Trust.

Museums Australia, Professional Development
Grants Program
At a time of considerable and ongoing change nationally and
internationally, as well as within the museum and art gallery context,
Museums Australia has committed itself (as did the former Art
Museums Association of Australia) to taking a proactive role in the
promotion and growth of the profession and increasing career
opportunities in Australia.

The aim of these transactions is to form as standing point for the
collection of historical information encountered during conservation
work, both for the benefit of art historians who often have no easy
access to these unpublished discoveries, and for the
encouragement of awareness in conservators with regard to the
usefulness of their professional examination.
Contains 44 pages, 20 Black and white photographs, 12 line
drawings, a comprehensive bibliography of published papers on wall
paintings and a list of publications by conservators and art
historians on discoveries and observations, regarding English
Buildings.

The Professional Development program of Museums Australia (as a
continuance of the previous AMAA program}, has a dual role of
assisting individuals working in art museums, art galleries and
independent practice in contemporary exhibition areas and
promoting the development of the profession as a whole.
The Museums Australia Professional Development program is
intended to assist both those employed directly within institutions
and those working in a freelance or independent capacity outside
conventional institutional structures. The different circumstance
applicable to such professionals are recognised and will be taken
into account.

(1993) ISBN 1871656192 UKIC Members £6 ($12), Non-Members £8
($16). To obtain a copy, please send a cheque for the required
amount (please add 10% postage if in the UK or Europe and 20% if
abroad), made payable to UKIC.
Measured Opinions: The collected papers on the
conservation of paintings
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A number of grant programs are available:
Self-directed Programs
• Senior Fellowship
Professional Development International Exchange Program, in
Partnership with the British Council (closing date 19th
September 1994)

Gerry Hedley. Edited by Carolina Villers.
This publication is divided into four sections, each corresponding
with a field in the conservation of paintings to which Gerry Hedley
made a significant contribution. Each section has a short
introduction to explain some of the background, context and
significance of the studies included. The introductions are written
by colleagues and co-authors who worked with Gerry over the years.

Further information is available from the Program Manager,
Museums Australia, 159 Brunswick Street, Fitzroy, VIC 3065, Tel:
(03) 416 3795/6.
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By collecting these papers together, the extent and depth of Gerry's
research can be fully appreciated. This publication is a celebration
of a very successful and creative career which without doubt will be
an inspiration to all those who read it.
Both books available from UKIC, 6 Whitehorse Mews, Westminister
Bridge Road, London SE1 7QD.

PUBLICATIONS

Conservation of Leathercraft and Related Objects

Cultural Heritage in Asia and the Pacific:
Conservation and Policy
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Interim Symposium. Eds: Pieter Hallebeek, Marion Kite and
Christopher Calhan. 64pp £15.00.

This book contains the proceedings of a five-day symposium in
September 1991, sponsored by the US Information Agency,
organized by US/ICOMOS, and designed in consultation with the
Getty Conservation Institute, that focused on conservation issues
in Asia and Pacific, with particular attention to policies and
conditions specific to the region. Two keynote papers by
international experts explore legal aspects of cultural heritage
protection, and management of cultural sites. Three background
papers cover the legislation of the 15 nations represented, regional
professional training opportunities, and tropical environmental
conditions that challenge managers of sites and collections. The
discussion summary includes suggestions for enhancing
conservation awareness, legislative action, and policy
implementation.

This publication is a compilation of lectures given at the Third Interim
Meeting of the ICOM-CC Working Group on Leathercraft and Related
Objects held at the Victoria and Albert Museum in London on 24 and
25 June 1992.
The aim of the conference was an opportunity for conservators to
share with each other their experiences of handling objects of
leather or skin-related products and to talk to scientists who have
been trying to form a systematic understanding and reproducible
method of categorising this dificult material.
The firs half of the publication presents the EEC STEP Leather
Project. The leather project is a project under the environmental
research programme 'Science and Technology in Environmental
Protection (STEP)' and is managed and financed by the
Commission of the European Communities, Directorate General for
Science and Research Development. The project, started in 1991,
involved four contracting and five sub-contracting and participating
research laboratories situated in Denmark, France, England, Holland
and Belgium .

Available from Getty Trust Publications Distribution Center, PO Box
2112, Santa Monica, CA, 90407-2112.
European Cultural Heritage Newsletter on Research
Vol7. No 1-4. Edited by Stephan Fitz.
This Newsletter published by the General Direction XII of the
European Commission, seeks to improve communication between
scientists, art historians, architects, restorers, politicians,
administrators, journalists and interested individuals.

The project focusses on the urgent need for the conservation of
vegetable tanned leather items, particularly bookbindings. Studies
have commenced into a better understanding of the breakdown
mechanisms and standard methods of artificial ageing to test the
effect of conservation methods and resistance of leathers.

lt presents information on research activities within the EC
programmes and also other international activities which contribute
to the preservation of European cultural heritage.

The second half of the publication presents approaches to treating
leather and textile objects.

The latest issue includes reports in the STEP Programme:
Protection and Conservation of the European Cultural Heritage,
including reports on air pollution and its effects on the ageing of
cellulosics; assessment of the stability of leather objects;
weathering of granitic materials; and reports on the Environment
Programme, including reports on conservation methods for outdoor
bronze sculptures; evaluation of deterioration of ancient masonry
structures; and the role of atmospheric pollutants in the degradation
of monuments.

For a copy, contact Marion Kite at the Victoria and Albert Museum,
London SW7 2RL.
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~POSITIONS VACANT

Conservator

Head Paper Conservator

Applications are invited from any suitably
qualified and experienced conservators to provide
specialist conservation services to the collections of
the Science Centre and Manawatu Museum, New
Zealand, through preventive conservation
measures and treatment of objects in the complex.

International Conservation Services

ICS seeks an experienced paper
conservator to join its conservation team.
This will involve planning budgeting,
marketing, quoting, documenting and
treating works of art. Although the
primary emphasis is art on paper,
experience with archival material would
be an advantage.
This is an opportunity to work in a
progressive and professional
environment. We are looking for a
conservator with initiative and
enthusiasm who enjoys being part of an
interdisciplinary team. A recognised
qualification in paper conservation is
essential. Salary negotiable.
For further information about this
position, please contact Julian Bickersteth,
Managing Director on (02) 417 3311 or by
fax (02) 417 3102.

Applicants require a recognised qualification in
materials conservation, a high degree of
motivation and the ability to plan and implement
a comprehensive conservation programme. A good
understanding of cultural conservation principles
and ethics (particularly in the New Zealand
situation), excellent written and oral
communication skills and the ability to work as a
member of a small team are also required for this
position.
The Science Centre and Manawatu Museum is a new
facility incorporating a general museum with an
interactive science centre and has a staff of about
25. The Museum is located in Palmerston North a
university city of 75,000 people. The conservation
laboratory is a brand new purpose build lab with
office.
Salary will be in the range NZ $33,793 - $39,425
Prospective applicants should in the first instance
contact Greg McManus, Curator Manawatu Museum,
Tel (64 6) 355 5000 or Fax: (64 6) 358 3552 or write to
Private Bag 11055, Palmerston North, New
Zealand.

~

The AICCM National Newsletter is issued quarterly in
March, June, September and December. lt is available
free to all members. Membership enquiries should be
directed to The Secretary, AICCM Inc., GPO Box 1638,
Canberra ACT 2601, Australia.
Contributions and correspondence should be typed
with double spacing and addressed to: The Editors,
AICCM National Newsletter, Australian War Memorial
Annex, 4 Callan Street, Mitchell ACT 2911, Australia.
Telephone enquiries can be directed to : Gina
Drummond or Cheryl Jackson at the Australian War
Memorial Annex, Tel: (06) 243 4531.

Overseas Employment Opportunities

Final deadline for copy for the next issue is 6th
Contributions may also be taxed cl"ugust 1994
The Australian War Memorial Annex (06) 241 7998.
Publication of technical notes or articles with
reference to techniques and materials does not
necessarily represent an endorsement by the AICCM
Inc.

The National Heritage Board, Singapore, is in the process of
recruiting Conservators in the areas of wood conservation, or woven
fibre conservation, particular1y with experience in the conservation
of silk materials.
Contact Sebastian Gabriel, Personnel Executive for Deputy
Director, National Heritage Board, 51 Armenian Street, Singapore
0617.
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